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Introduction & History

The Center for Nanoscale Science exploits 
unique capabilities at Penn State and partner 
institutions in materials synthesis, fabrication,  
and assembly, physical property measure-
ments, computation and theory to make and 
organize nano-materials in configurations that 
can attain new regimes of properties and 
functionality. Interdisciplinary teams attack 
problems in strain and layer enabled multifer-
roics, powered nano-scale motion, the behav-
ior of electrons in one-dimensional materials, 
and the control of light in nanostructures,  
Center activities overall involve approximate-
ly fifty students and post-doctoral fellows, 
faculty from seven academic departments, 
and a number of external academic and indus-
trial partners. 
The Center was established in 2000 as a sin-
gle Interdisciplinary Research Group, Center 
for Collective Phenomena in Restricted 
Geometries (DMR 0080019). In 2002, the 
Center merged with a new MRSEC, Center 
for Molecular Nanofabrication and Devices 
(DMR 0213623) comprising two IRGs: 
Chemically Advanced Nano-lithography 
(IRG1) and Nanoscale Motors (IRG2). The 
two MRSECs then merged. In 2004–05, the 
original IRG phased out its effort in fluids 
and polymers and split into IRG3 (Electrons 
in Confined Geometries) and IRG4 (Electro-
magnetically Coupled Nano-structures). In 
2007, a new IRG on Strain Enabled Multifer-
roics, which grew from a seed project, was 
added as IRG5. In 2008,  the Center was 

competitively renewed as a four-IRG MRSEC 
(DMR 0820404), in which Chemically Ad-
vanced Nanolithography phased out and 
Strain Enabled Multiferroics became the new 
IRG1. In 2013/4, the Center renewed again, 
with a new focus to IRG1 (layer tuning of fer-
roic properties), a rejuventated IRG2, a new 
IRG3 focused on three-dimensional ordered 
nanoscale metalattices (produced using meth-
ods pioneered in the fiber efforts of the prior 
IRG4) and a new IRG4 focused on XXXX. 

The four IRGs investigate emergent behavior 
of nanoscale systems with common themes of 
new materials synthesis and nanofabrication, 
theory-led design, and length scale-dependent 
physical phenomena. The scientific programs 
of the IRGs are complemented by a highly 
competitive Seed program. The Seed program 

IRG1, Atomic Scale Design of Multifer-
roics (recently renamed Designing Func-
tionality into Layered Ferroics), focuses 
on new phenomena multiferroic materials 
in which two or more ferroic (ferroelec-
tric, ferroelastic, magnetic) order parame-
ters co-exist within a single material. Pre-
cise tuning is imparted by control of 
strain, layer stacking, gradients, and ex-
ploitation of roto symmetries. Our exper-
tise spans from first principles and phase-
field modeling predictions of new materi-
als and phenomena, to synthesis, structur-
al electrical, magnetic, and optical charac-
terization, and prototype devices. Recent-
ly, the IRG has designed and discovered  
a new family of improper acentric Rud-
dlesden-Popper NaRTiO4 compounds, 
identified ferroelastic switching mecha-
nisms by in situ electron microscopy and 
phase-field modeling, and provided the 
first enumeration of double antisymmetry 
and rotation reversal space groups.
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has played a major role in the scientific evo-
lution of the Center, supporting junior faculty 
and high risk projects.  Seed grants typically 
support 1 to 3 graduate students over ~18 

months. The Seed program leverages funding 
from the Penn State Materials Research Insti-
tute (MRI) the Huck Institutes for the Life 
Sciences, and the Penn State Institutes for 
Energy and the Environment. In 2014, the 
Center continued Seed support on 2D tunable 
magnetic semiconductors, guided by a com-
bination of first-principles theory, chemical 
intuition, and cutting edge synthesis tech-
niques. 

Education & Outreach

During the past year, the MRSEC has contin-
ued to offer a range of educational outreach 
activities at the elementary, high school, col-
lege, and post-college levels. The majority of 
MRSEC faculty and graduate students have 
participated in at least one educational out-
reach program within the last year. These 
programs have reached approximately 3,500 
K-12 students, 24 K-12 teachers, 27 under-
graduates, and ~100,000 visitors to science 
museums over the past year. The Center’s 
K-12 programs increase interest in science 
and build confidence, with special attention 
towards including women at all career stages 
and under-represented minority high school 
students.   
The museum kit Pocket Tech, which explores 
the technology contained within personal 
electronic devices, which was distributed to 
16 science museums nationwide in late 2013, 
reached a reported 107,796 museum visitors 
so far.  These demonstrations are hands-on, 
interactive, visual, and tactile. MRSEC mem-
bers provided the initial inspiration and con-
tent ideas, feedback during the development 
process, ongoing technical oversight, and 
supplemental “fact sheets”.  Several MRSEC 
graduate students created prototype devices 
which were tested by staff at the Franklin In-
stitute and modified to become permanent 
designs. 

IRG2, Powered Motion at the Nanoscale, 
designs, fabricates, measures and models 
molecular and nanoscale motors to ad-
dress one of the grand challenges in sci-
ence and engineering, namely, to master 
energy transduction and information on 
the nano- and microscale to ultimately 
create new technological capabilities that 
rival those of living things.  The IRG syn-
thesizes and studies of a range of molecu-
lar and nanoparticle-based motors that are 
driven by external fields, acoustic energy, 
and chemical reactions. An efficient and 
parsimonious matrix-based theory devel-
oped by the IRG team recasts the behav-
iors of a diverse range of self-propellers 
into a unified form, revealing universali-
ties in their ensemble behavior. The IRG 
team has also shown, for the first time, 
that single enzyme molecules can gener-
ate sufficient mechanical force through 
substrate turnover to cause their own 
movement and, more significantly, the 
movement becomes directional through 
the imposition of a gradient in substrate 
concentration, a form of chemotaxis at the 
molecular level. By placing thin magnetic 
Ni stripes at the ends of bimetallic mi-
cromotors the IRG controlled their as-
sembly and disassembly in the acoustic 
field as regular multimeric colloidal 
“molecules.”  Among other accomplish-
ments, the IRG also demonstrated 
acoustic sorting of MCF-7 human breast 
cancer cells from non-malignant leuko-
cytes, while preserving the integrity of the 
separated cells. 
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The MRSEC serves as a hub K-12 outreach 
activities at Penn State. Center members en-
gaged in numerous outreach activities to K-12 
students, teachers, and members of the gener-
al public, including NanoDays (>200 children 
and adults), Kids Day for the Central Pa Fes-
tival of the Arts (14 booths, ~1000 kids), and 
after school programs with hands-on activities 
to elementary and middle school at-risk youth 
from the local Centre County region. MRSEC 
volunteers also also presented at multiple lo-
cal elementary schools. Twenty four Pennsyl-

vania K-12 educators learned about nanoscale 
science and technology via a one-day work-
shop. 
Center volunteers hosted a diverse group of 
30 high school aged youth at the Science 
Leadership Camp, a weeklong residential ex-
perience created by MRSEC for the Science-
U summer camps at Penn State, giving them a 
snapshot of research in microfluidic devices 
and graphene and networking in a “scientist 
mixer”, which has become a camp highlight. 
The Center continues to foster active in-
volvement of undergraduates and high school 
teachers through its REU/RET site, which 
was jointly run with the Penn State Physics 
Department. Representation from women and 
minorities in the REU and RET programs 
continues to be strong. Through its Diversity 
Committee, the Center joins forces with rele-
vant departments, colleges, and minority-fo-
cused organizations at Penn State in fostering 
exchange of faculty and recruiting graduate 
students from minority-serving institutions. 
Initiatives this year include the continuation 
of the the STEM Open House (initiated by the 
MRSEC) and the Different Science, Different 
People, Working Together workshop at a 
campus-wide joint REU picnic, a partnership 
with the Millennium Scholar program with 
MRSEC labs hosting first-year summer re-
search experiences and the MRSEC-initiated 
Women in STEM Mixer. Programs continue 
to be actively evaluated. In a major diversity 
highlight, the MRSEC partnered on four 
PREM proposals, two of which were success-
ful. 
The Center employs a number of postdoctoral 
fellows as researchers whose activities span 
several projects within the IRGs, and also as 
coordinators of education and outreach activi-
ties. The education-outreach postdocs are 
supported in multifaceted career-development 

IRG3, Charge and Spin Transport in 
Quasi-1D Nanowires, brings together 
complementary expertise to explore new 
phenomena and critically examine issues 
related to charge and spin transport in 
quasi-1D metallic, superconducting, and 
magnetic nanowires and nanowire junc-
tions, phenomena that encompass low di-
mensional condensed matter physics, ma-
terials growth and processing, and device 
design and fabrication. Recently, the IRG 
has synthesized thin nanotubes of Bi2Te3 
with extremely insulating bulk at low 
temperatures due to disorder, revealing 
the properties of topological states by 
suppressing the bulk conduction using 
disorder. In addition, synchrotron X-ray 
fluorescence studies of Ga-In alloy con-
fined in 150 nm fibers support that the 
suppression of phase separation seen in 
the Ga-In system is due to metastable 
fluxon states that arise upon nano-con-
finement. Nearly ideal values in the longi-
tudinal and Hall resistance for the quan-
tum anomalous Hall effect in V-doped 
(Bi,Sb)2Te3 films reveal true dissipation-
less chiral edge current  and make such 
devices more amenable for metrology and 
spintronics applications. 
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activities. 

Knowledge Transfer & In-
ternational Collaborations

The outreach and knowledge transfer of the 
Center is driven primarily through research 
collaborations between its members with sci-
entists and engineers in industry and national 
laboratories.  One of the important vehicles 
for collaboration with industry is the MR-
SEC’s Industrial Affiliates Program, now in 
its eighth year, with corporate members who 
jointly support the work of students in the 
Center. Further research is supported by in-
dustrial consortia or in partnership with start-
up companies. In addition to research collabo-
rations, MRSEC faculty play a leading role at 
Penn State in organizing industrial work-
shops, making presentations at workshops 
and conferences, and participating in industri-
al fellowships and internships. The MRSEC 
also hosts a number of visiting scientists and 
is a strong component of the overall industri-
al/technology transfer infrastructure of the 
University. There is also strong international 
component to collaborative research and out-
reach activities of the Center. 

Management

The management structure centers around the 
Executive Committee, Director, Associate 
Director and the IRG leaders with well-de-
fined responsibilities as outlined in later sec-
tions. The Director reports regularly to the 
Executive Committee and the Vice President 
for Research, and consults with the directors 
of the Penn State Institutes (MRI, PSIEE, 
Huck). The Executive Committee meets 
about once a month, often after the Monday 
lunch seminars to discuss scientific progress 
of the various projects, review requests for 
substantial resource allocation, and discuss 
optimal strategies to maintain constant growth 
and renewal of our research and outreach 

missions.  The Executive Committee is pay-
ing special attention to the launch of the new 
IRGs associated with the NSF renewal. 
The Penn State MRSEC is advised by an ex-
ternal Advisory Board, which will visit bi-an-
nually, alternating with NSF-appointed site 
visit teams. A newly constituted Advisory 
Board will make its first visit in the year after 

IRG4, Electromagnetically Coupled 
Nanostructures, integrates metals, semi-
conductors, and dielectrics on sub-wave-
length scales to access new optical and 
optoelectronic material properties and 
novel devices. IRG4 has designed and 
fabricated in-fiber and planar nanostruc-
tured devices used to manipulate and 
channel electromagnetic radiation across 
the spectrum. Semiconductors integrated 
by high pressure chemical vapor deposi-
tion into optical fiber templates have been 
strained tuned to decrease their bandgap 
by nearly a factor of two, novel four-wave 
mixing and octave spanning supercontin-
uum light has been generated in hydro-
genated amorphous silicon fibers, and 
mid- infrared spectroscopic imaging by an 
array of Ge-filled waveguides has been 
demonstrated. Optical metasurfaces that 
allow for ultrathin optical components 
with broad operational bandwidth, wide 
FOV and high efficiency were developed. 
Metasurface coatings that transform the 
electromagnetic perception of one object 
to mimic that of another pre-selected one 
have been demonstrated. The IRG has 
also developed a fast and computationally 
efficient circuit-based methodology to 
predict and custom engineer the scattering 
properties of a loaded plasmonic nanos-
tructure without having to rely on repeti-
tive, lengthy full-wave simulations.
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the upcoming NSF second-year site visit. 
These reviews provide a valuable external 
assessment of the scientific direction and ad-
ministrative structure of the Center.    

Central Facilities Laboratory 

The MRSEC maintains a Central Facilities 
Laboratory, centrally located for easy access 
to all members of Center. The CFL has ac-
quired instrumentation to serve the research 
needs of the four IRGs, and its facilities dove-
tail with the extensive facilities of the Penn 
State Materials Characterization Laboratory 
(MCL).   
The Center supports a summer faculty intern-
ship program that are intended to increase the 
participation of faculty and students from 
predominantly undergraduate and minority-
serving institutions in the region. These activ-
ities leverage the full suite of characterization 
and fabrication tools available in the CFL and 
MCL. Six MFRN Fellows made use of this 
program in 2014. 



2. List of Center Participants 
                 

        User of 
Bioengineering       shared facilities 
Peter Butler   Center Affiliate IRG 2   yes 
 
Chemical Engineering 
Kyle Bishop   Center Affiliate Seed   yes 
Ali Borhan   Center Support IRG 2 & 4  yes 
Enrique Gomez  Center Affiliate Seed   yes 
Darrell Velegol  Center Support IRG 2   yes 
 
Chemistry 
John Asbury   Center Affiliate Seed   yes 
John Badding   Center Support IRG 4    yes 
Lasse Jensen   Center Affiliate Seed   yes 
Christine Keating  Center Support IRG 4   yes 
Thomas Mallouk  Center Support IRG 2, 3, 4, & Seed yes 
Scott Phillips   Center Support IRG 2 & Seed  yes 
Ayusman Sen   Center Support IRG 2   yes 
Raymond Schaak  Center Support IRG 4 & Seed  yes 
Mary Beth Williams  Center Affiliate Education Outreach no 
 
Electrical Engineering   
Suman Datta   Center Support IRG 3 & 4  yes 
Zhiwen Liu   Center Support IRG 4 and Seed yes 
Theresa Mayer  Center Support IRG 3 & 4  yes 
Srinivas Tadigadapa  Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Douglas Werner  Center Support IRG 4   yes 
 
Engineering Science and Mechanics 
Tony Jun Huang  Center Support IRG 2   yes 
 



Materials Science and Engineering 
Nasim Alem   Center Support IRG 1   yes 
Long-Qing Chen  Center Support IRG 1   yes 
Ismalia Dabo   Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Venkatraman Gopalan Center Support IRG 1, 4 & Seed yes 
Roman Engel-Herbert  Center Support IRG 1   yes 
Michael Hickner  Center Support IRG 2   yes 
Suzanne Mohney  Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Susan Trolier-McKinstry Center Support IRG 1 & Seed  yes 
Joan Redwing   Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Ron Redwing   Center Affiliate  Education Outreach no 
Joshua Robinson  Center Support Seed   yes 
 
Physics  
Moses Chan   Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Vincent Crespi  Center Support IRG 2, 4 & Seed no 
Eric Hudson   Center Support Seed   yes 
Nitin Samarth   Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Jainendra Jain   Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Qi Li    Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Gerald Mahan   Center Support IRG 3   no 
Nitin Samarth   Center Support IRG 3   yes 
Jorge Sofo   Center Affiliate Education Outreach yes 
Mauricio Terrones  Center Support Seed   yes 
Jun Zhu   Center Support Seed   yes 
 
 
 
Jayatri Das (Education) Franklin Institute (Received Center Support in a subcontract) 
Steven Snyder (Education) Franklin Institute (Received Center Support in a subcontract) 
 
Craig Fennie (IRG 1) Cornell University (Received Center Support in a subcontract) 
 
Darrell Schlom (IRG 1) Cornell University (Received Center Support as a co-advisor of 2 
students working in IRG 1 with Long-Qing Chen) 
 
Xiaoqing Pan (IRG 1) University of Michigan (Received Center Support in a subcontract) 
 
Ramesh Ramamoorthy (IRG 1) UC Berkeley (Received Center Support in a subcontract)  
 
 
  
 



3. List of Center Collaborators 
 

Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Timothy 
Bunning 

Air Force Research 
Laboratory Timothy.bunning@wpafb.af.mil Polymer IRG 2 No 

Ye Cao 
Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory 

caoy@ornl.gov 
Ionic/Electronic 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

Yu-Chang Chen 
National Chiao Tung 
University yuchangchen@mail.nctu.edu.tw Electron Transport IRG 3 No 

Chi-Wen Cheng 
National Chiao Tung 
University 

chiwing.ac96g@nctu.edu.tw 
Ultrafast Infrared 
Spectroscopy 

Seed No 

Sandy Cochran University of Dundee s.Cochran@dundee.ac.uk Acoustics IRG 2 No 
Ulbaldo M. 
Cordova-
Figueroa 

University of Puerto 
Rico-Mayaguez 

ubaldom.cordova@upr.edu Modeling IRG 2 No 

Ming Dao MIT mingdao@mit.edu 
Nanomechanics and 
Cell Mechanics IRG 2 No 

Nicholas Fang MIT nicfang@mit.edu Nanophontonics IRG 2 No 
Jarrod Fench SUNY Stony Brook Jarrod.french@stonybrook.edu Structural Biology IRG 2 No 
Ramin 
Golestanian 

University of Oxford 
Ramin.golestanian@physics.ox.
ac.uk 

Nanomotor Theory IRG 2 No 

Chris Gorsky Penn State Gorski@psu.edu Ionic Exchange IRG 2 No 

Noel Healy 
University of 
Southampton 

nvh@orc.soton.ac.uk Nonlinear Photonics IRG 3 No 

Lin He 
Beijing Normal 
University helin@bnu.edu.cn Electrical Transport IRG 3 No 

Taewok Heo 
Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory 

Heo1@llnl.gov 
Ionic Transport 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Martin Holt Argonne National Lab mvholt@anl.gov 
Nanoscale X-ray 
Imaging  

IRG 1 No 

Mauricio Hoyos ESPCI (Paris Tech) hoyos@pmmh.espci.fr Acoustic Motors IRG 2 Yes 
Jiamian Hu Tsinghua University hjm08mails.tsinghua.edu.en Phase Field Modeling IRG 1 No 

Jon Ihlefeld 
Sandia National 
Laboratory 

jihlefe@sandia.gov 
Thermal Transport and 
Domain Structure 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

Ilia Ivanov 
Oak Ridge National 
Lab. ivanovin@ornl.gov Hybrid Nanostructures Seed No 

Stanislav 
Kamba 

Academy of Sciences, 
Czech Republic 

kamba@fzu.cz Optical Spectroscopy IRG 1 No 

Henry Kapteyn University of 
Colorado  

henry.kapteyn@colorado.edu 
High Harmonic 
Generation/Hollow 
Waveguides 

IRG 3 No 

Sergei V. 
Kalinin 

Oakridge National 
Lab 

sergei2@ornl.gov 
Piezoelectric Force 
Microscopy 

IRG 1 No 

Keji Lai 
University of Texas, 
Austin 

kejilai@gmail.com Microwave Microscopy IRG 1 No 

Mike Leach BioMET Inc. mikeleach@biomet.com Bioinstrumentation IRG 2 No 

Xiaoguang Li 
University of Science 
and Technology of 
China 

lixg@ustc.edu.cn Nano Materials 
Fabrication 

IRG 3 No 

Yongmin Liu 
Northeastern 
University 

y.liu@neu.edu Nanophotonics IRG 2 No 

Lamar Mair NIST lamar.mair@nist.gov Acoustic motors IRG 2 Yes 
Petro 
Maksymovych  

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory 

5nm@ornl.gov 
Ionic/Electronic 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

mailto:mvholt@anl.gov
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mailto:jihlefe@sandia.gov
mailto:kamba@fzu.cz
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Anna 
Morozovska 

National Academy of 
Sciences, Ukraine 

anna.n.morozovska@gmail.com Theory IRG 1 No 

Margaret 
Murnane 

University of 
Colorado  

margaret.murnane@colorado.e
du 

High Harmonic 
Generation/Hollow 
Waveguides 

IRG 3 No 

Fraser McNeil-
Watson 

Malvern Instruments 
Fraser.mcneil-
watson@malvern.com 

Bioinstrumentation  IRG 2 No 

Mario Pantoja University of Ganada, 
Spain 

mario@ugr.es Computational 
Electromagnetics 

IRG 4 No 

Anna Peacock 
University of 
Southampton 

acp@orc.soton.ac.uk Nonlinear Photonics IRG 3 No 

James 
Rondinelli 

Drexel University jrondinelli@coe.drexel.edu First Principles Theory IRG 1 No 

Phillip Ryan Argonne National Lab pryan@aps.anl.gov Xray Diffraction  IRG 1 No 

Pier Sazio 
University of 
Southampton 

p.a.sazio@orc.soton.ac.uk Semiconductor Physics IRG 3  No 

Shunqing Shen 
University of Hong 
Kong 

sshen@hku.hk 
Theoretical Condensed 
Matter Physics 

IRG 3 No 

Sergey 
Shklyaev 

Institute of 
Continuous Media 
Mechanics 

shklyaev@yandex.ru Hydrodynamics IRG 2 No 

Nicola Spaldin ETH Zurich nicola.spaldin@mat.ethz.ch First Principles Theory IRG 1 No 

Fraser Stoddart Northwestern 
University 

stoddart@northwestern.edu 

Mechanosteroche 
Mistry, 
Supramolecular 
Chemistry 

IRG 2 No 

Subra Suresh 
Carnegie Mellon 
University suresh@andrew.cmu.edu 

Nanomechanics and 
Cell Mechanics IRG 2 No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Mingliang Tian 
High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory 

tianml@hmfl.ac.cn 
Transport 
Measurements, High 
Magnetic  

IRG 3 No 

Jian Wang Peking University jianwangphysics@pku.edu.cn Electronic Transport IRG 3 No 

Haiden Wen 
Argonne National 
Laboratory 

wen@aps.anl.gov 
Nanoxray Diffraction 
Imaging 

IRG 1 No 

Brandon Wood 
Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory 

brandonwood@llnl.gov 
Ionic Transport 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

Arkadiusz Wojs 
Inst. Phys. Wroclaw 
Univ. of Poland 

Arkadiusz.wojs@pwr.wroc.pl 
Condensed Matter 
Theory 

IRG 3 No 

Mo Hai Xie 
University of Hong 
Kong 

mhxie@hkusua.hku.hk MBE IRG 3 No 

Qikun Xue 
Tsinghua University 
& Institute of Physics 

qkxue@tsinghua.edu.cn MBE and STM IRG 3 No 

Hua Zhou Argonne National Lab hzhou@anl.gov Xray COBRA Imaging IRG 1 No 
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4.  Strategic Plan 

Development of Center Vision and Mission:  Nanoscale science is a rich field that is transforming 
materials science, not only by providing materials with enhanced properties for traditional 
applications but also by providing access to wholly new, transformational physical phenomena. 
Over the next decade, nano-materials are expected to play an increasingly important role in 
energy conversion, electronics, biology, environmental technology and other fields. In large 
measure the success of these applications depends on innovation in materials discovery and 
assembly, and especially on understanding of new physics that is unique to the nanoscale.  
Recognizing the importance of the connection between emerging science and societal benefit, the 
mission of the Center is to design and discover materials with fundamentally new physical 
properties and functions, focusing especially on phenomena that are unique to nanoscale 
dimensions. Success in this effort requires the participation of multi-disciplinary teams that 
combine expertise in materials synthesis, fabrication, theory and computation, physical property 
measurements and device engineering.  Projects in the Center are expected to be at the forefront 
of their field scientifically, to be intrinsically interdisciplinary and in appropriate cases to 
transition to practical technology. Considering the scale of the Center, the projects should assume 
greater risk and ambition than a typical single-investigator effort. Renewal of the Center’s 
scientific focus is driven by new discoveries in the interdisciplinary research groups, and by a 
robust seed program that draws on talent from a large pool of materials researchers at Penn State 
and collaborating institutions. Periodic internal review of all programs is an important factor in 
maintaining the high quality and productivity of Center research. Center research is integrated 
with educational and industrial outreach that is designed to engage all its members and leverages 
the expertise and distribution networks of several partner organizations: these efforts are seen as 
valuable not only for the recipients (the public, students, industry) but also for the participants, as 
career development experience in communicating and translating research towards larger societal 
needs. The Center supports the career development of young scientists and those from under-
represented groups through its seed program, internships, coordination with departmental 
admissions committees, research experiences, participation in the materials facilities network, 
support of a nascent science exposition for graduate-school-bound seniors, and outreach 
activities, as described in the Diversity Strategic Plan. This management philosophy and strategic 
plan for the Center has been developed jointly by the members of the IRGs, who meet weekly for 
seminars and informal discussions, by the past and present Center directors, and by the Executive 
Committee.  It is expected that the future vision for the Center will continue to evolve with 
bottom-up input from its creative and energetic membership. 

Research Goals:  Transformed by the injection of new ideas and new participants, the topical 
emphasis of the IRGs has changed substantially since the Center’s establishment. The core 
research goals of the Center in hard and soft materials were re-defined by the four IRGs in the 
competitive renewal process of 2008. In initiating new projects and evaluating continuing ones, 
the Center responds to new scientific opportunities and societal needs by exploiting synergistic 
collaborations across fields. As the Center entered the renewal cycle, the IRG portfolio was 
renewed through a robust internal competitive review, followed by successful transit through the 
NSF renewal competition. This process yielded two new IRGs and substantial redirection of two 
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existing IRGs. The following provides a picture of the Center’s current activities over the course 
of the award. 

IRG1 has focused on strain tuning and layer tuning and resulting new phenomena in complex 
oxides in which two or more ferroic (ferroelectric, ferroelastic, magnetic) order parameters exist 
within a single material.  The intricate coupling between spin-charge-and-lattice degrees of 
freedom give rise to a rich spectrum of new phenomena and cross-coupled properties with 
fundamental scientific merits on their own, as well as potential applications in highly tunable 
electronic and optical properties, and electrical control of magnetism. Predictive theory closely 
coupled to experiment plays a crucial role in these studies. A recent focus on new classes of 
layered oxides is providing compelling new opportunities to exploit novel mechanisms to couple 
spin, charge and lattice degrees of freedom. 

IRG2 has focused its efforts onto catalytic nano/microscale motors that employ catalytically 
driven ion flow, hydrolysis, and acoustic energy, spanning the full range from design, to 
fabrication and modeling, inspired by the dynamic interplay of nanomachines that comprise 
living systems. This research advances the fundamental understanding of nanomotor design to 
enable applications in the dynamical organization of nanomaterials and nanosystems, 
separations, sensing, actuation and biomedicine. Particular focus has been placed on collective 
interactions between motors, and the extension of motor functionality by incorporation of 
internal state variables. New motors types powered by acoustic fields are also being developed, 
including dual chemical and acoustically powered motors. 

IRG3 pursued aggressive efforts to establish a new field of ordered three-dimensional 
metalattices formed by high-pressure chemical fluid deposition into ordered templates. This new 
effort exploits unique synthetic capabilities developed in the MRSEC and couples to unique 
high-harmonic coherent x-ray characterization techniques being brought into the MRSEC. The 
effort has shown initial synthetic success and is currently ramping up for property investigation. 

IRG4 has also refocused onto the assembly of complex, functional nanoparticle arrays with 
controlled degree of order and disorder for novel applications based on collective function, 
including coupled oscillator arrays, disordered photonics, and gradient optics. This effort exploits 
strong particle synthetic capabilities (including optical modulation of particle polarizability and 
design of “assembly-ready” hybrid particles with specific optical functionality) with innovative 
assembly methodologies, and takes advantage of capabilities in electromagnetic design 
developed within the MRSEC. 

The seed grant program continue to be an important avenue for promoting new research ideas, 
particularly high-risk projects proposed by both early-career and established faculty, as described 
earlier. A strong matching commitment from Penn State allows the Center to support several seed 
projects in each annual competition.  Historically, the seed program has been an important engine 
of innovation in the Center; for example, it led to the establishment of a new IRG (now IRG1) in 
the prior renewal. In 2014, the Center supported Seed efforts aimed at producing novel forms of 
2D magnetic systems. 

Metrics:  The Center’s metrics for success include the number of collaborative publications, 
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particularly those in high-profile journals and with multi-point collaboration, the degrees, 
training, outcomes and further career development of a diverse body of participants, numbers of 
patents, development of industrial and international collaborations, industrial co-sponsorship of 
research, and transfer of technology developed in the Center.   

Educational and Diversity Goals:  The Center maximizes its educational impact by coupling the 
expertise and enthusiasm of all of its members with our partners' expertise in reaching large 
audiences. The Science-U summer camps, offered across grades 3–11, continue to develop 
content on topics that resonate with the public. In partnership with The Franklin Institute (TFI), 
new museum shows will be created for distribution to a national network of science museums, 
reaching an audience of hundreds of thousands. We recruit at the high school level students both 
locally and from underrepresented groups in the Philadelphia area for the Science Leadership 
summer camp. A broad range of high schools and middle schools are reached through teacher 
training workshops and research experiences, and a diverse group of students are mentored in the 
REU program, recruited through partnerships with minority-serving institutions. All major 
outreach programs are regularly assessed for efficacy and impact. Center outreach activities will 
continue to be integrated into the Center’s ongoing research activities through outreach 
showcases embedded into the MRSEC seminar series, participation across all levels in education 
and outreach activities, and the involvement of outreach staff in regular IRG research meetings 
and activities. The STEM Open House, first offered in Fall 2013, continued in 2014 as an 
established, successful effort to facilitate the entry of undergraduates from underrepresented 
groups into graduate-level research. MRSEC also hosts Millennium Scholar undergraduate 
researchers in our labs, and will provide opportunities and support for these students through 
their entire undergraduate career. 

The Center recruits students and postdocs from under-represented groups through ongoing 
collaborations with partner institutions in Puerto Rico, through the MRSEC facilities network, 
and by cultivating faculty contacts with minority-serving institutions. Our overriding goals are to 
nucleate institutional change through new programs such as the STEM Open House, and to 
consistently exceed minority representation in member departments. By coordinating with 
diversity-focused recruiting efforts across the campus through our Diversity Committee, the 
Center serves as a model and an agent for positive change in developing a diverse, 
interdisciplinary scientific workforce. Efforts to pursue PREM partnerships proceeded 
energetically in 2014, leading to the submission of four proposals to NSF.



Seed: Magnetic 2D materials 
Jun Zhu (lead), Vincent Crespi, Thomas Mallouk, Joshua Robinson, Mauricio Terrones,  
(5 students, 0 postdocs)  
 
The magnetic 2D seed project aims to discover new atomically thin magnetic materials 
based on transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and explore electronically tunable 
magnetism in low dimensions. In 2014, the seed project pursued two parallel routes to 
synthesize magnetic 2D semiconductors. The first synthetic route seeks to dope MoS2 
using organic Mn precursors in situ during the chemical vapor deposition process of 
monolayer MoS2. Samples with and without Mn doping were grown on SiO2, sapphire 
and graphene substrates and their Raman spectra, photoluminescence (PL) spectra were 
examined to look for signatures of Mn substitution. Mn doped MoS2 samples possess 
significantly larger grain size, accompanied by growth front morphology change that 
points to the role of Mn in the growth kinematics. The PL of Mn-doped MoS2 redshifts 
by 50-80 meV from pristine MoS2, which suggests the modification of the bands or the 
presence of new states, possibly associated with the introduction of Mn into the lattice. In 
addition, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) reveals Mn-S bond formation in the 
doped MoS2, accompanied by a 60meV down shift of the valence band maximum. These 
are encouraging indirect evidence of Mn incorporation. Ongoing experiments include 
TEM and STM studies of Mn-doped MoS2 and transport and magneto-transport 
characterizations of doped and undoped devices to further identify the location and 
chemical bonding of Mn and potential carrier doping and magnetic behavior.   

The second route seeks to synthesize Mn-intercalated (W, Nb)S2 alloys using the 
chemical vapor transport method, with the objective of achieving a novel class of 
magnetic half-semiconductors that can potentially be useful in spintronic devices such as 
diodes and spin filters. The synthesis effort is closely coupled to and guide by first 
principles calculations, which have identified a group of Mn-intercalated compounds 
with the chemical formula of MnxMo1-2xTa2xS2 to be thermodynamically stable against 
decomposition and possess spin polarized conduction and valence bands. We have 
successfully synthesized Mn-intercalated NbS2 ferromagnetic compounds with Tc in the 
range of several tens of Kelvin, determined by SQUID magnetormetry. The synthesis of 
Mn-intercalated Mo1-2xTa2xS2 had been a challenge. Ongoing efforts are exploring 
alternatively methods to adsorb/intercalate Mn to semiconducting TMDs. One such 
attempt employs the photolysis of dimanganesedecacarbonyl in the present of WS2, TaS2, 
and MoS2 to facilitate the incorporation of Mn into the TMDs.  

The seed explores the properties of Mn-doped MoS2, with the focus  shifting to the 
optimization of the synthesis, as well as microscopy and transport studies of the magnetic 
properties of the doped material. We will also continue to explore the 
intercalation/functionalization route of incorporating Mn into TMDs to realize the 
theoretically predicted half semiconductors. A new direction of the seed will attempt to 
synthesize and explore the properties of GaSe, which is a new 2D layered semiconductor 
predicted to exhibit carrier density tunable ferromagnetism in the hole doped regime. 
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IRG1:  STRAIN-ENABLED MULTIFERROICS  

V. Gopalan (IRG leader), N. Alem, L.Q. Chen, R. Engel-Herbert, T. Mallouk, S. Trolier-
McKinstry (all Penn State), P.E. Schiffer (U. Illinois, UC), K. Rabe (Rutgers), D.G. Schlom 
(Cornell), R. Ramesh (UC Berkeley), X.Q. Pan (University of Michigan), C. Fennie (Cornell), J. 
Rondinelli (Northwestern), N. Spaldin (ETH, Zurich). 
 
Students and Postdocs 
Graduated or Prior Support: Charles Brooks (Penn State), Benjamin Winchester (Penn State), 
Che-Hui (Kevin) Lee (Penn State), Jessica Leung, B. VanLeeuwen (Penn State), June Hyuk Lee 
(Penn State), Y. Gu (Penn State), Helen He (Berkeley), Robert Zeches (Berkeley), Alison Hatt 
(UCSB), Carl-Johan Eklund (Rutgers), Amit Kumar (Penn State), Eftihia Vlahos (Penn State), 
Chris Nelson, Qing He (Berkeley), Alexander Melville (Cornell), Xianglin Ke (Postdoc, Penn 
State), Rajiv Misra (Postdoc, Penn State), J. Moyer (Postdoc, Penn State), Sava Denev (Postdoc, 
Penn State), Tom T. A. Lummen (Postdoc, Penn State), Anil Kumar (Postdoc, Rutgers), Qibin 
Zhou (postdoc, Rutgers), Raegan Johnson-Wilke (Postdoc, Penn State), Charles Brooks 
(Postdoc, Cornell), Hena Das (Postdoc, Cornell).  
 
Current: L. Zhang, C. Eaton H. Zhang, F. Xue, R. Haislmaier, A. SenGupta, Bo Wang, S. Lei, S. 
Shetty, D. Mukherjee, J. Lapano, M. Strayer, R. Kanter, Y. Yuan (all Penn State), Di Yi 
(Berkeley), Eva Helena Smith (Cornell), Xuezheng Lu, J. Young (Northwestern), Turan Birol 
(Postdoc, Cornell), L. Li (Michigan), Hari Nair (postdoc, Cornell), Gregory Stone (postdoc, Penn 
State), H. Akamatsu (Postdoc, Penn State). 
 
IRG1, named Strain-enabled multiferroics, broadly focused on strain tuning and the resulting 
new phenomena in simple complex oxides so as to activate two or more ferroic (ferroelectric, 
ferroelastic, magnetic) order parameters within a single material.  Of the six known mechanisms 
to create multiferroics, four of them were  proposed and discovered by this team. New ferroic 
phenomena in layered structures, domain walls and interfaces have been discovered.  A new 
symmetry in nature (rotation reversal symmetry) was discovered and it has been recently 
generalized as distortion reversal symmetry. Starting from its inception as a seed in 2006-2007, 
this group has published 189 peer-reviewed papers. This includes 16 in Nature and sister 
journals, 4 in Science, 16 in Phys. Rev. Lett. and others in journals such as Phys. Rev. B, 
Advanced Materials, Annual Review of Condensed Matter Physics, J. Am. Chem. Soc., Adv. 
Mater., Appl. Phys. Lett., J. Appl. Phys., etc. Over 50% of these publications involve at least two 
MRSEC PIs. The team has graduated 16 PhDs and 10 postdocs. 
  
Ferroics are dominated by ABO3 perovskites, where off-centering of A (typically Pb, Ba, or Bi) 
and B (d0 transition metal) cations creates a spontaneous electric polarization. However, such 
ferroics make up less than 5% of all perovskites (P) (Fig. 1). With limited exceptions, such as Bi-
chemistry based Aurivillius (AV) phases (e.g., SrBi2Ta2O9), and polar but non-switchable 
Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) oxynitrides, layered oxide ferroics remain scarce.  
Is there a fundamental reason for such scarcity? Theory predictions from this team1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8, 9, 10 
suggests not, and that new and latent ferroic mechanisms can be activated in layered oxides by 
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atomic-layer engineering of cation ordering, growing large n (Fig. 1 caption) structures and 
strain tuning.  

The new IRG expands beyond strain as a 
tuning parameter and explore a rich 
variety of control knobs in layered 
complex oxides.  In layered oxides (Fig. 
1, Ruddlesden Popper (RP), 
Aurivillius(AV), Dion-Jacobson(DJ), 
Perovskite Superlattices (PS)), additional 
design variables emerge in composition 
(species A, A', B, B'), geometry (strain, 
octahedral rotations, bond angles), and 
topology (including layer connectivity as 
in RP, DJ, AV and PS, as well as layer 
dimensionality given by m,n), yielding a 
richer design space which can support 
new phenomena and superior properties. 
The goal is to design and discover 
fundamental new mechanisms and 
material classes of acentric oxides with 
strong coupling to spin, charge, and 

lattice degrees of freedom.  The design idea is to exploit electric field control of acentricity to 
control magnetism, charge and orbital ordering, and metal-insulator transitions. We propose 
new mechanisms1-10 in perovskite superlattices (PS) that create strong ferroic functionalities from 
otherwise non-polar and highly distorted ABO3 perovskites, thus vastly expanding the 
compositions available.  The team’s expertise spans first principles and phase-field modeling 
predictions of new materials and phenomena, synthesis with unit-cell level precision, structural 
electrical, magnetic, and optical characterization, and prototype device demonstrations.  

Our IRG will focus on three areas in layered ferroics:  (1) New Functionality and 
Couplings through Competing Interactions, (2) Expanding the Ferroic Design Space by 
Transforming Non-Polar Materials, and (3) Gradient-driven Ferroic Phenomena in Layered 
Structures.  
 

PS 
51,924 

DJ 
1520 

RP 
538 

AV 
501 

P 
389 

PS 
600 

Discovery Space: Possible Structures 

Synthesized 

Acentric, Ferroics 
(FE, FiE, PiE, MFE) 

P PS RP DJ AV 
 

Fig. 1 Discovery Space for New Ferroics: New mechanisms 
are proposed that can transform known candidate structures 
into strong ferroics (FE: ferroelectrics, FiE: Ferrielectrics, PiE: 
Piezoelectrics, MFE: Multiferroics). Statistics from Inorganic 
Crystal Structure Database are shown only for n= 1, 2 for 
Ruddlesden-Popper, RP (A2A’n-1(B,B’)nO3n+1), Dion-Jacobson, 
DJ(AA’n-1(B,B’)nO3n+1), Aurivillius, AV (Bi2O2A’n-

1(B,B’)nO3n+1), and only m=n=1 for perovskite (P) 
superlattices, PS ((ABO3)m/(A’B’O3)n).  Higher m,n will 
greatly expand this space. 
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IRG1 RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2014: 

Discovery of Thermotropic Phase 
Boundaries in Classic Feroelectrics 
(Nature Commun. 5, 3172 (2014); Phys. 
Rev. B., 90, 024104 (2014)): High 
performance piezoelectrics are lead-
based solid-solutions that exhibit a so-
called morphotropic phase boundary, 
which separates two competing phases as 
a function of chemical composition; as a 
consequence, an intermediate low-
symmetry phase with a strong 
piezoelectric effect arises. In search for 
environmentally sustainable lead-free 
alternatives that exhibit analogous 
characteristics, we use a network of 
competing domains to create similar 
conditions across thermal inter-
ferroelectric transitions in simple, lead-
free ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3 and 
KNbO3. Here we report the experimental 
observation of thermotropic phase 
boundaries in these classic ferroelectrics, 
through direct imaging of low-symmetry 
intermediate phases that exhibit large 
enhancements in the existing nonlinear 

optical (Fig. 2) and piezoelectric property coefficients. Furthermore, the symmetry lowering in 
these phases allows for new property coefficients that exceed all the existing coefficients in both 
parent phases. We show that in the stabilized intermediate phases, both the piezoelectric and the 
nonlinear optical properties can be strongly enhanced, and even newly induced. The fundamental 
insights presented in this work will allow for further exploration of strategies to reliably and 
reproducibly create these high-performance phases through ‘domain-engineering-by-design.’ 

Design and Discovery of a new family of Improper Acentric Ruddlesden-Popper NaRTiO4 
systems (Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 187602 (2014)): Rotations of oxygen octahedra are ubiquitous in 
ABO3 perovskites, but they cannot break inversion symmetry in simple perovskites. However, in 
a layered oxide structure, this is possible, as we demonstrate here in A-site ordered Ruddlesden-
Popper NaRTiO4 (RE; rare earth), previously believed to be centric.  

Rondinelli and Fennie11 proposed double perovskites with layered A-site-cation ordering 
AA'B2O6, which lack inversion symmetry at the B sites due to the cation ordering, and at the 
A/A' sites due to OORs. Another way to remove inversion centers at the B sites is to employ 
naturally-occurring layered perovskites such as Ruddlesden-Popper (RP), Dion-Jacobsen, 
Aurivillius phases, and [110]-layered perovskites. Benedek et al.12,13 have discussed n=2 RP 
phases Ca3B2O7 (B=Ti, Mn). In the high- symmetry structure of the n=2 RP phase, which has no 
OORs, the inversion centers exist not at the B sites but at the A sites in the perovskite layers and 
between the A sites in the rocksalt layers. The a-a-c+-type of OORs in the perovskite blocks 

 

Fig. 2. New Low Symmetry Ferroelectric Phases with 
Enhanced Properties: Optical second harmonic generation 
imaging of domains in a thermotropic BaTiO3 crystal. Dark 
and purple colors correspond to conventional, parent phase 
domains, and bright orange/yellow domains depict the large 
property enhancements in the newly discovered intermediate 
phase. Insets show the nanoscale structural characteristics of 
this distinct intermediate phase as measured at the Hard X-ray 
Nanoprobe of the APS. 
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remove these inversion centers. The above two examples are classified as hybrid improper 
ferroelectrics.  

Here we report an experimental and 
theoretical study of an A-site-ordered n=1 RP 
series, NaRTiO4, revealing that the inversion 
symmetry is broken by OORs. As shown in Fig. 
3(a), a simple n=1 RP phase A2BO4 possesses 
inversion centers at the B sites and between the A-
sites. These inversion centers at the B sites are 
removed in the A-site-ordered n=1 RP structure 
with P4/nmm space group [Fig. 3(b)]. The 
remaining inversion centers can be removed by 
OORs as shown in Fig. 3(c). By revisiting this 
series via synchrotron x-ray diffraction, optical 
second-harmonic generation, piezoresponse force 
microscopy, and first principles phonon 
calculations, we find that the low-temperature phase 
belongs to the acentric space group P 4 21m, which 
is piezoelectric and nonpolar. The mechanism 
underlying this large new family of acentric layered 
oxides is prevalent, and could lead to many more 
families of acentric oxides. This is a rare example 
for the acentric n=1 RP oxides; LaSrLi0:5Ru0:5O4 is 
the only acentric n=1 RP oxide reported 
experimentally to the best of our knowledge,14 and 
the synthesis of Pb2TiO4, which has been predicted 
to be acentric, has not been reported yet.15 This 
study suggests a need to revisit other A-site-ordered 
n=1 RP phases including well-studied ARTiO4 
(A=H, Li, Na, K, Ag; R=rare earth), where we 
predict a similar mechanism to be active, which 
could lead to a rich selection of acentric materials. 

 
Ferroelastic Switching Mechanisms by in situ Electron Microscopy and Phase-field 
Modeling (Nature Commun., 5, 3801, (2014)):  In thin film ferroelectric devices, switching of 
ferroelastic domains can significantly enhance electromechanical response. Previous studies have 
shown disagreement regarding the mobility or immobility of ferroelastic domain walls, 
indicating that switching behavior strongly depends on specific microstructures in ferroelectric 
systems. Here we study the switching dynamics of individual ferroelastic domains in thin 
Pb(Zr0.2,Ti0.8)O3 films under electrical and mechanical excitations by using in situ transmission 
electron microscopy and phase-field modeling. We find that ferroelastic domains can be 
effectively and permanently stabilized by dislocations at the substrate interface while similar 
domains at free surfaces without pinning dislocations can be removed by either electric or stress 
fields. For both electrical and mechanical switching, ferroelastic switching is found to occur 
most readily at the highly active needle points in ferroelastic domains (Fig. 4). The behavior of 
the a-domains in response to external excitations is distinctive and is based on their 

#

#

Fig. 3. Discovery of a Family of Improper 
Acentric Oxides: NaRTiO4: Top (a) An n=1 RP 
phase A2BO4 [I4/mmm], (b) an n=1 RP phase 
with layered A-site-cation ordering AA'BO  
[P4/nmm], and (c) AA'BO4 with a−b0c0/b0a−c0-
type octahedral rotations [P-421m]. The cross 
symbols indicate the locations of inversion 
centers. (Below) Temperature dependence of 
SHG intensity for NaRTiO4 with R = La, Nd, Sm, 
Eu, Gd, Dy, Y, Ho. The inset shows the NaRTiO4 
pellet samples.!
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microstructure and configurations within the film. For both sources of stimuli, partial a-domains 
sitting at free surfaces are always more mobile than those that extend to the bottom interface, 
which are subject to interface clamping. Dislocations at the substrate interface strongly pin a-
domains. Further, through-film a-domains are usually immobile, while a partial a-domain 
originating at the bottom interface cannot be erased completely by an electric field but can be 
reversibly extended upwards to the surface of the film through the application of compression at 
the surface of the film. These results may help explain past disagreements regarding the mobility 
or immobility of ferroelastic domains, as it depends on which type of ferroelastic domain was 
present in the area under study. Our results also show that, in ferroelastic needle domains, 
switching initiates at the high-energy ‘point’ of the needle, where the onset of polarization 
rotation is observed. One approach to increase the electromechanical response through such 
switching, therefore, might be to deliberately apply electrical field or strain gradients through 

mismatch, island patterning, dopant gradients and so on to ensure these ferroelastic domain tips 
are readily available. Our direct observations that the domain microstructure determines 
polarization switching characteristics provide new insights into fundamental physics of 
ferroelectrics and that underpin engineering of nanoscale ferroelectric devices that may include 
only one or a very few defects in a single cell. Furthermore, local switching of ferroelastic 
domains shown here indicates the possibility of controlling multiple parameters coupled to 
ferroelastic order in low-symmetry materials, as well as the ability to probe the microstructure 
dependence of such couplings. Our results provide new insights into the understanding of 
polarization switching dynamics as well as the engineering of ferroelectric devices. 

Double Antisymmetry and Rotation Reversal Space Groups (Acta Crystallographica, A70, 

#

Fig. 4. Ferroelastic Domain Switching Mechanisms through in situ Microscopy and Modeling: High-
resolution HAADF STEM image showing a partial ferroelastic domain is pinned by dislocations at the interface. 
Scale bar, 1 nm. The dislocation cores are labeled with ‘T’. 90° domain walls are highlighted by blue-dashed 
lines. (d) HAADF STEM image overlaid with in-plane strain colour map (strain tensor exx (in-plane)) determined 
by geometric phase analysis showing huge local strain near dislocation cores (highlighted by white line). Scale 
bar, 1 nm. Color scale for in-plane strain tensor exx (in-plane): - 0.2 to 0.2 nm/nm. (e) High-resolution HAADF 
STEM image of a ferroelastic domain’s needle point overlaid with polarization vectors. Scale bar, 1 nm. (f) 
Phase-field modeling of electrical switching of a ferroelastic domain.  
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24-38 (2014); Acta Crystallographica A, A70, 373-381 (2014).): Rotation-reversal symmetry 
was recently introduced by Gopalan and Litvin16 to generalize the symmetry classification of 
rigid static rotations in crystals such as tilted octahedra in perovskite structures and tilted 
tetrahedra in silica structures. This operation has important implications for crystallographic 
group theory, namely that new symmetry groups are necessary to properly describe observations 
of rotationreversal symmetry in crystals. When both rotation-reversal symmetry and time 
reversal symmetry are considered in conjunction with space-group symmetry, it is found that 
there are 17,803 types of symmetry, which a crystal structure can exhibit. These symmetry 
groups have the potential to advance understanding of polyhedral rotations in crystals, the 
magnetic structure of crystals and the coupling thereof.  
The full listing of the double antisymmetry space groups can be found in the supplementary 
materials of the above works and at http://sites.psu.edu/gopalan/research/symmetry/. 
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IRG 2: POWERED MOTION AT THE NANOSCALE. A. Sen (IRG leader), A. Borhan, P. 
Butler, P. Cremer, V. Crespi, T. Huang, T. Mallouk, S. Phillips, D. Velegol (all Penn State).!
External Collaborators: U. Cordova-Figueroa and Misael Diaz (University of Puerto Rico-
Mayaguez, S. Shklyaev (Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics, Perm, Russia), L. Angelia 
Castro and M. Hoyos (ESPCI), L. Mair (NIST).!
Students and Postdocs!
Graduated or Prior Support: Matt Baker, Tso-Yi Chiang, Anthony Dilauro, Wentao Duan, 
Hemakesh Mohapatra, Ryan Pavlick, Samudra Sengupta, Wei (Tiger) Wang, Vinita Yadav, 
Kimy Yeung, Hua Zhang. !
!

Current:  R.Baker, A.Brooks, S. Das, A.Garg, F Guo, P. Huang, E. Jewell, F. Pong, M.Sanchez, 
A. Sendecki, B.Tansi, F. Wong, X. Zhao, K.Dey (postdoc) P. Lammert (research associate), A. 
Nourhani (research associate).!
! 
Selected Accomplishments 
 
Nanomotors Modeling: The IRG has described an efficient and parsimonious matrix-based 
theory for studying the ensemble behavior of self-propellers and active swimmers, such as 
nanomotors or motile bacteria, that are typically studied by differential-equation-based Langevin 
or Fokker-Planck formalisms. The kinematic effects for elementary processes of motion are 
incorporated into a matrix, called the “kinematrix,” from which we immediately obtain 
correlators and the mean and variance of angular and position variables (and thus effective 
diffusivity) by simple matrix algebra. The kinematrix formalism enables us recast the behaviors 
of a diverse range of self-propellers into a unified form, revealing universalities in their ensemble 
behavior in terms of new emergent time scales (Phys. Rev. E 2014, 89, 062304). Active 
fluctuations and hydrodynamic interactions can be expressed as an additive composition of 
separate self-propellers. 
 
We extended this kinematic matrix (“kinematrix”) formalism which via simple matrix algebra 
accesses ensemble properties of self-propellers influenced by uncorrelated noise, to treat 
Gaussian correlated noises. This extension brings into reach many real-world biological and 
biomimetic self-propellers for which inertia is significant. Applying the formalism, we analyze in 
detail ensemble behaviors of a 2D self-propeller with velocity fluctuations and orientation 
evolution driven by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. On the basis of exact results, a variety of 
dynamical regimes determined by the inertial, speed-fluctuation, orientational diffusion, and 
emergent disorientation time scales are delineated and discussed (Phys. Rev. E 2014, 90, 
062304). 
 
Nanomotors convert chemical energy into mechanical motion. For a given motor type, the 
underlying chemical reaction that enables motility is typically well known, but the detailed, 
quantitative mechanism by which this reaction breaks symmetry and converts chemical energy to 
mechanical motion is often less clear, since it is difficult experimentally to measure important 
parameters such as the spatial distribution of chemical species around the nanorotor during 
operation. Without this information on how motor geometry affects motor function, it is difficult 
to control and optimize nanomotor behavior. Here we demonstrate how one easily observable 
characteristic of nanomotor operation—the visible trajectory of a nanorotor—can provide 



quantitative information about the role of asymmetry in nanomotor operation, as well as insights 
into the spatial distribution of motive force along the surface of the nanomotor, the motive 
torques, and the effective diffusional motion (Phys. Rev. E 2014, 88, 062317). 
 
Acoustic Propulsion of Micromotors: The IRG continued to study the acoustic propulsion of 
nano- and micromotors, with special attention to understanding the ultrasonic propulsion 
mechanism and the collective behavior of micromotors.  Because acoustic propulsion does not 
involve chemical fuel, we were also able to explore for the first time the propulsion of 
micromotors inside living cells. 
 
The IRG team had previously observed that rod-shaped micromotors self-organize into spinning 
chains under acoustic excitation.  Collaborating with colleagues at NIST we used high speed 
microscopy to determine that the rotation rate of these rods could be as high as 150,000 rpm 
(ACS Nano, 2014, 8, 8300).  These experiments also showed that axial translation and spinning 
were independent modes of motion that likely have different origins in the ultrasonic experiment.  
This study was an important step toward understanding the behavior of acoustically propelled 
motors and their hydrodynamic interactions with biological media.  It also informs other possible 
applications involving nanoscale transport, mixing, drilling, assembly, and rheology.  
 

By placing thin magnetic Ni stripes at the ends of 
bimetallic micromotors we were able to observe 
their assembly and disassembly in the acoustic field 
(Fig. 1).  Interestingly, these micromotors assembled 
into regular multimers, i.e., colloidal “molecules” 
that tended to have regular shapes, as shown at the 
left (ACS Nano, 2014, 8, 11053).  By changing the 
acoustic power, we could adjust the equilibrium 
distribution of monomers, dimers, trimers, and 
higher multimers.  An Arrhenius analysis of the 
kinetics of dissociation, and a van’t Hoff analysis of 
the equilibrium distributions, showed that the 
acoustic excitation acted as an effective 
“temperature” control knob in the system.  The 
binding energy determined from these analysis were 

in close agreement with the calculated magnetic energy of association of the ferromagnetic 
stripes. 
 
In two related papers, the IRG studied the acoustically-powered movements of nanorod motors 
inside living HeLa cells (Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2014, 53, 3201), and the reversible swarming of 
bimetallic motors that were propelled by a combination of chemical and acoustic forces (Fig. 2) 
(Chemical Commun., 2015, 51, 1020).  In the former study, we showed that the trajectory of the 
motors was substantially changed in the crowded environment of the cell.  Both rapid rotation 
(which formed vortices inside the cell) and axial translation could be independently controlled.  
Interestingly, there was clear video evidence that motor movement in one part of the cell resulted 
in mechanical responses far from the motor, indicative of significant mechanical coupling, or 
perhaps a biochemically driven response, across the cell. 
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T
he ability to controllably assemble
materials with complex structures
and properties from nanoscale build-

ing blocks is the focus of much current
research.1!6 Controlled assembly of parti-
cles can yield colloid “molecules”with emer-
gent properties that derive from their
individual building blocks. Particles in such
assemblies are also analogous to atoms in
crystals, and imaging their interactions pro-
vides insight into microscopic phenomena
such as crystal nucleation.7,8 Many kinds of
interparticle interactions have been stud-
ied to control nanoparticle assembly. These
include DNA base pairing,6,9,10 electro-
static,11!13 hydrophilic!hydrophobic,14,15

and magnetic interactions,16!28 as well as
shape asymmetry.29!31

In parallel, research into the collective
interactions of powered microscale objects
has been growing steadily and is of interest
for understanding the emergent behavior of
active matter.32 Most experimental studies
of this kind have focused on living micro-
organisms or structurally simple objects
such as polar nanorods, microspheres, or

irregularly shaped colloidal particles.33!42

Only a few studies have explored more
complex designed shapes such as hinged
nanorods43 and self-assembled dimers and
trimers.44!46 Deliberately assembled parti-
cles have the potential to exhibit different
kinds of collective behavior and controllable
movement and to incorporate several dif-
ferent kinds ofmaterials and functions. Here
we report the spontaneous assembly of
acoustically levitated, dynamically pro-
pelled magnetic nanorods into geometri-
cally regular “molecular” dimers, trimers,
and higher multimers. The assembly and
disassembly of these colloidal molecules
occurs in water and in the absence of an
applied magnetic field. In these experi-
ments, ultrasonic acoustic power drives
the rapid autonomous movement of indivi-
dual nanorods and multimers. The kinetic
energy imparted by ultrasonic excitation is
important in the assembly/disassembly pro-
cess because it can overcome the attractive
energy of magnetic and surface interac-
tions. Such interactions can otherwise
dominate the assembly of nanoparticles,
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ABSTRACT Segmented gold!ruthenium nanorods (300( 30 nm in diameter

and 2.0( 0.2 μm in length) with thin Ni segments at one end assemble into few-

particle, geometrically regular dimers, trimers, and higher multimers while

levitated in water by∼4 MHz ultrasound at the midpoint of a cylindrical acoustic

cell. The assembly of the nanorods into multimers is controlled by interactions

between the ferromagnetic Ni segments. These assemblies are propelled

autonomously in fluids by excitation with∼4 MHz ultrasound and exhibit several

distinct modes of motion. Multimer assembly and disassembly are dynamic in the

ultrasonic field. The relative numbers of monomers, dimers, trimers, and higher multimers are dependent upon the number density of particles in the fluid

and their speed, which is in turn determined by the ultrasonic power applied. The magnetic binding energy of the multimers estimated from their speed-

dependent equilibria is in agreement with the calculated strength of the magnetic dipole interactions. These autonomously propelled multimers can also

be steered with an external magnetic field and remain intact after removal from the acoustic chamber for SEM imaging.

KEYWORDS: nanomotor . self-assembly . colloidal molecule . acoustic motor
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Figure!1.!(a)!Nanorod!monomers!and!

multimers!imaged!in!the!levitation!plane!of!

an!acoustic!chamber.!(b)!Field!emission!

scanning!electron!micrograph!(FE<SEM)!

image!of!a!representative!nanorod!with!an!

EDS!inset!with!red,!green,!and!blue!false!

color!representing!Ni,!Ru,!and!Au.!



 
The IRG’s current efforts are focused on attaining a deeper understanding of the forces 
responsible for acoustic motor propulsion.  A recent theoretical paper by Nadal and Lauga shows 
that axially asymmetric, dense metallic objects like our motors should be propelled by an 
acoustic streaming mechanism under excitation in the MHz regime.  Our results are in qualitative  
agreement with their theory, especially the quadratic dependence of axial speed on power.  
However, we find that the direction of motion can be reversed by changing the order in which 
metals are deposited in bimetallic rods, which is not anticipated in the theory.  Further, we have 
evidence that the vortex motion (which is clearly driven by acoustic streaming) and axial motion 
onset at different power levels.  We will work closely with theorists in the coming year to refine 
the model for acoustic propulsion. 

 
Acoustic Cell Separation: Separation of cells is a 
critical process for studying cell properties, disease 
diagnostics, and therapeutics. We introduced a unique 
configuration of tilted-angle standing surface acoustic 
waves (taSSAW), which are oriented at an optimally 
designed inclination with respect to the flow direction of 
cells in the microfluidic channel (PNAS, 2014, 111, 
12992). We demonstrated that this design significantly 
improves the efficiency and sensitivity of acoustic 
separation techniques (Fig. 3). In order to refine and 
optimize our device design, we carried out systematic 
numerical simulations of cell trajectories, which were 
found to closely match experimental results.  Using this 
numerically optimized design of taSSAW, we 
successfully separated 2 µm and 10 µm diameter 
polystyrene beads with a separation efficiency of ~ 99%, 
and separated 7.3 µm and 9.9 µm polystyrene beads with 
an efficiency of ~ 97%.  We also illustrate that taSSAW 
is capable of effectively separating particles/cells of 
approximately the same size and density but different 
compressibility.  Finally, we demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the present technique for 

biological/biomedical applications by sorting MCF-7 human breast cancer cells from non-
malignant leukocytes, while preserving the integrity of the separated cells. The method 
introduced here thus offers a novel route for label-free cell separation with potential applications 
in biological research, disease diagnostics, and clinical practice. 

Fig.!2.!Trajectory!and!speed!changes!

(inset)!of!a!levitated!Au–Ru!

micromotor!as!the!ultrasound!

power!is!switched!on!and!off.!

Cartoons!of!Au–Ru!rods!are!added!

to!illustrate!the!direction!of!

movement!(not!to!scale).!The!

movements!of!the!motor!in!acoustic!

(forward)!and!chemical!(backward)!

propulsion!are!colored!in!black!and!

red!respectively,!with!the!forward!

speed!defined!as!positive!in!the!

inset.!



 
 
Acoustic Spatiotemporal Control of Cell-Cell Interaction: The interactions between pairs of 
cells and within multicellular assemblies are critical to many biological processes such as 
intercellular communication, tissue and organ formation, immunological reactions, and cancer 
metastasis. The ability to more precisely control, both spatially and temporally, the position of 
cells relative to one another and within larger cellular assemblies will enable the investigation 
and characterization of phenomena not currently accessible by conventional in vitro methods. 
We developed a versatile tool for creating a tunable acoustic well that is capable of controlling 
the intercellular distance and spatial arrangement of cells with micrometer level resolution 
(PNAS, 2015, 112, 43) (Fig. 4). This technique, which is based upon surface acoustic wave 
technology, is among the first of its kind to marry high precision and high throughput into a 
single, extremely versatile and wholly biocompatible technology. We demonstrated the 
capabilities of the system to precisely control intercellular distance, assemble cells with defined 
geometries, maintain cellular assemblies in suspension, and translate these suspended assemblies 
to adherent states, all in a contact-less, biocompatible manner. As an example of the power of 
this system, this acoustic well technology was employed to quantitatively investigate the gap 
junction-mediated functional intercellular communication in several homotypic and heterotypic 
populations by visualizing the transfer of fluorescent dyes between cells. 
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x IDT

IDT
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c d

300 µm

Fig.!3.!Schematic!illustration!of!

working!principle!and!device!

structure!of!the!acoustic!cell!

separation!device.!(a)!Schematic!

and!(b)!photo!showing!a!taSSAW<

based!cell!separation!device.!(c)!

and!(d)!showing!the!separation!

process!for!10!µm!and!2!µm!

diameter!polystyrene!beads!in!the!

taSSAW!working!region!and!the!

outlet!region,!respectively.!



 
Fig.!4.!Control!of!intercellular!distances!using!acoustic!wells.!!(a)!The!dependence!of!cell<cell!distance!on!the!input!

signals.!A!pulse!signal!(500!ms!duration!and!2!s!interval)!was!applied!to!control!the!intercellular!distance.!The!

curve,!which!plots!the!intercellular!distance!over!time,!clearly!indicates!that!the!distance!was!fully!controlled!by!

the!input!signals.!(b)!Using!the!tunable!acoustic!well,!two!HEK!293T!cells!are!positioned!with!varied!intercellular!

distances,!15,!10,!5,!and!0!μm,!respectively.!(c)!Two!HEK!293T!cells!in!contact!with!one!another.!Dye!transfer!from!

the!dye<loaded!cell!to!the!non<dyed!cell!can!be!observed!after!60!min.!(d)!Two!HEK!293T!cells!were!positioned!with!

a!distance!of!3!μm.!Dye!transfer!between!the!two!cells!is!not!observed!after!60!min.!Scale!bar:!20!μm.!

 
Acousto-fluidic pump powered by oscillating sharp-edge structures: The IRG has 
demonstrated a new class of acoustically driven, reliable, programmable microfluidic pumps 
based on the oscillating tilted sharp-edge structures (Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 4319) (Fig. 5). Our 
acoustofluidic pump can generate a pumping flow rate as high as 8 µL/min, and with more sharp-
edge structures, the generation of higher flow rates can be expected. By tuning the input voltage, 
a wide-range of pumping flow rates, from nL/min to µL/min, could also be generated by a single 
pump. Moreover, by programming the input signal to the piezoelectric transducer, we could 
modulate the profiles of pumping flow rates. In fact, it is possible to achieve various kinds of 
flow operations by programming the input signals to the piezoelectric transducer. With such 
features, our acoustofluidic pump offers advantages over other microfluidic pumps in terms of 
not only simplicity, stability, reliability, and cost-effectiveness, but also controllability and 
flexibility, which, when combined, make it valuable in many lab-on-a-chip applications.   
 

Fig.!5.!Experimental!images!showing!

the!pumping!behavior!by!indicating!

the!movement!of!polystyrene!beads!

at!different!time!frames!when!(a)!t0!=!

0!s,!(b)!t1!=!1!s,!(c)!t2!=!2!s,!and!(d)!t3!=!

3!s!(Red,!yellow,!and!blue!circles!

indicate!three!representative!groups!

of!beads).!



 
!
Enzymes as Molecular Motors and Pumps:  The IRG team has shown, for the first time, that 
single enzyme molecules can generate sufficient mechanical force through substrate turnover to 
cause their own movement and, more significantly, the movement becomes directional through 
the imposition of a gradient in substrate concentration, a form of chemotaxis at the molecular 
level. The findings allow the design of “intelligent,” enzyme-powered, autonomous nano- and 
micromotors, with possible applications in pattern formation, drug delivery at specific locations, 
roving sensors, and separation of catalyst molecules based on activity. 
 
IRG researchers demonstrated a procedure for the separation of enzymes based on their 
chemotactic response towards an imposed substrate concentration gradient (ACS Nano, 2014, 8, 
11941). The separation is observed within a microfluidic network, designed to allow mixtures of 
active (ones that catalyze substrate turnover) and inactive (ones that do not catalyze substrate 
turnover) enzymes to flow through one of the inlets. Substrate solution was introduced through 
the other inlet of the device at the same flow rate. The steady-state concentration profiles of the 
enzymes were obtained at specific positions within the outlets of the microchannel using 
fluorescence microscopy. In the presence of a substrate concentration gradient, active enzyme 
molecules migrated preferentially toward the substrate channel. The excess migration of the 
active enzyme molecules was quantified in terms of an enrichment coefficient. Experiments were 
carried out with different pairs of enzymes. Coupling the physics of laminar flow of liquid and 
molecular diffusion, multiphysics simulations were carried out to estimate the extent of the 
chemotactic separation. Our results show that, with appropriate microfluidic arrangement, 



molecular chemotaxis leads to spontaneous separation of active enzyme molecules from their 
inactive counterparts of similar charge and size. 
 
When anchored on a surface, the same enzymes transfer their chemically-generated force to the 
surrounding fluid; in effect, immobilized enzyme systems can be used as micropumps in the 
presence of their specific substrates or cofactors (Fig. 6) (Nature Chemistry, 2014, 6, 415; ACS 
Nano, 2014, 8, 2410). This discovery enables the design of non-mechanical, self-powered 
nano/microscale pumps that precisely control flow rate and turn on and off in response to 
specific analytes. The recent experiments establish three important findings: 1) Essentially all 
surface-anchored enzymes act as pumps when turning over their substrates, 2) these pumps are 
selective for the substrate of a particular enzyme, and 3) neighboring pumps interact through 
fluid convection loops and diffusive transport of solutes and particles. Enzyme promoters or 
cofactors can also trigger and regulate pumping. Similar pumping can occur in gel particles in 
which the enzymes are immobilized. For example, bound glucose oxidase pumps insulin out of 
gel particles when glucose is added to solution. 

 
 
A self-powered glucose-responsive polymeric micropump based on boronate chemistry was 
designed (Fig. 7) The pump is triggered by the presence of glucose in the ambient, and induces 
convective fluid flows, with pumping velocity proportional to the glucose concentration (ACS 
Nano, 2014, 8, 8537). The pumping is due to buoyancy convection that originates from reaction-
associated heat flux, as verified from experiments and finite difference modeling. As predicted, 
the fluid flow increases with increasing height of the chamber. In addition, pumping velocity is 
enhanced on replacing glucose with mannitol because of the enhanced exothermicity associated 
with the reaction of the latter. 
 

Fig.!6.!!(a)!Enzyme<powered!pump.!Au!patterned!on!PEG<coated!glass!is!functionalized!with!quaternary!

ammonium!thiol!that!binds!enzyme!molecules.!Local!fluid!pumping!is!initiated!by!addition!of!the!appropriate!

substrate(s).!!(b)!Multi<enzyme!cascades!can!be!patterned!on!a!chip!to!enable!positive!and!negative!feedback,!

regulation!and!microfluidic!logic.!!In!this!example,!the!reaction!of!glucose!at!glucose!oxidase!pump!generates!

H2O2,!which!actuates!a!catalase!pump.!



 
Fig.!7.!Self,powered!glucose,responsive!pump.!a)!Transesterification!inside!the!micropump!when!exposed!to!

glucose;!b)!Normal!configuration!of!the!micropump:!Outward!fluid!flow!on!the!top!layer!(near!the!horizontal!

boundary!opposed!to!the!pump)!and!inward!flow!on!the!bottom!layer!(near!the!glass!slide);!c)!When!the!

micropump!is!flipped!upside!down,!flow!direction!reverses.!Outward!fluid!flow!on!the!top!layer!(near!the!glass!

slide)!and!inward!flow!on!the!bottom!layer!(near!the!horizontal!boundary!opposed!to!the!pump).!

 
The IRG seeks to achieve a hierarchical understanding of the dissipative behavior of active 
matter from the level of individual active molecules, such as enzymes, up to assemblies of 
nano/micromotors and pumps. This knowledge will be specific, encompassing the details of 
individual motility mechanisms, yet generic, by way of guiding principles, symmetry properties, 
and effective theories describing the coarse-grained collective behavior of non-equilibrium 
systems. The proposed work will lead to the formulation of overall phase diagrams, which will 
allow us to engineer systems from the single particle level for the desired collective behavior as 
an emergent property. Practical systems applications, which are already beginning to emerge 
from this work, will exploit the team’s combined ability to synthesize, test, and model motors 
and pumps driven by a number of interacting propulsion mechanisms.  Ultimately, broad new 
capabilities in the design of active matter should result from this research. 
 



IRG3: ELECTRONS IN CONFINED GEOMETRY: M. Chan (IRG leader), J. Badding, J. 
Jain, Q. Li, C.Liu, S.Mohney, J. Redwing, N. Smarth, S.Tadagadapa (all Penn State). 
  
Students and Postdocs 
Graduated or Prior Support: K. Andre, R. Du, T. Flanagan, J. Kally, A. Kandala, D. Kim, J. Liang, S. 
Minassian, M. Singh, J. Sparks, C. Wood, D. Zhang, K. Zou, J. Wang (postdoc). 
 
The theme of this IRG is the study of the physics of superconducting, metallic, magnetic and 
semiconducting nanowires in the 1D limit. 
IRG3 has transitioned from a study of electronic phenomena in reduced dimensions to a renewed 
focus on ordered three dimensional metalattices. Here we report on both efforts, beginning with 
the reduced dimensional work. 
Resistance quantum oscillations in topological nanotubes: The three-dimensional topological 
insulators (TIs) were predicted to have gapped insulating bulk state and unusual gapless metallic 
surface states protected by time reversal symmetry. These surface states are expected to give 
unique electrical transport phenomena, such as spin-momentum locking and robustness again 
backscattering. Although the existence of topological surface states has been confirmed in 
relatively clean metallic samples by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, a fundamental 
aspect of these surface states, their robustness against time-reversal invariant disorder, has 
remained relatively untested. We have synthesized thin nanotubes of Bi2Te3 with extremely 
insulating bulk at low temperatures due to disorder. Using nanotube structures, we also optimized 
the surface to bulk volume ratio. The nanotubes were synthesized by a solution phase method 
through the mechanism of Kerkendall Effect. Cross sectional SEM image of the nanotube is 
shown in Figure 1(a). The temperature dependence of conductance of the nanotubes shows very 
insulating behavior, and detailed analysis reveals that the bulk conductance channel can be 
characterized by Mott Variable Range Hopping (VRH) mechanism, with short localization length 
about 5 ~ 50 nm, while the surface conductance channel has a quantum conductance and is nearly 
temperature independent at temperatures > 30K. Magnetoresistance of the nanotube was 
measured at low temperatures down to 1.8K. Strong quantum oscillations in magneto-
conductance were observed when the magnetic field was applied parallel to the nanotube as 
shown in Fig. 1(b). The period of the oscillation matches the h/e periodicity from the outer 
surface, indicating that the oscillation is associated with the outer surface of the nanotube. The 
quantum interference on topological insulator surface states has dominating h/e period rather than 
h/2e, due to the extra Berry phase from spin-momentum locking.  
      Detailed numerical simulations based on a recursive Green function method support that the 
resistance oscillations are arising from the topological surface states which have substantially 
longer localization length than that of the other non-topological states. This results demonstrates 
coherent transport at the surface even for highly disordered samples, thus providing a direct 
confirmation of the inherently topological character of surface states. The result also 
demonstrates a viable route for revealing the properties of topological states by suppressing the 
bulk conduction using disorder.  



Synchrotron X-ray fluorescence studies of Ga-In alloy confined in 150 nm fibers: The IRG 
has carried out a magneto-resistance study of cm length Ga-In eutectic (75% Ga by wieight) 
wires confined in 150 nm hollow fiber and found evidence of the trapping of individual fluxons in 
Ga droplets phase separated from the eutectic. The fluxons can be reliably trapped and untrapped 
by tuning the magnetic field which leads to resistance switching in these wires from the 
superconducting to the normal state. The result of this study has been published in Nano Lett. 
(dx.doi.org/10.1021/nl503283e). Transport measurements suggested that a 90% Ga by weight 
wire had a vastly different microstructure from that of the slightly Ga enriched sample. To gain a 
better understanding of the system, x-ray fluorescence measurements were carried out at the 
Advanced Photon Source on samples that were much further from the eutectic point.  As seen in 
Fig 2, a sample that is 25% Ga by weight separates into two distinct regions.  One region has a 
large In enriched area separated by Ga breaks, and the other region consists of a large Ga 
enriched area separated by In breaks. A sample that is 90% Ga by weight has a periodic 
heterostructure consisting of a Ga enriched wire, broken about every 2 microns by an In enriched 
spot.  Lastly, when a sample is on the eutectic point, it appears to be a homogeneous mixture of 
Ga and In. Previous studies have suggested that the suppression of phase separation is due to the 
diffusion of atoms in the mixture being slowed by nano-confinement.  Our experiment show that 
the atoms can freely diffuse over relatively long distances through the solidification process.  This 
experiment supports that the suppression of phase separation seen in the Ga-In system is due to 
metastable states that arise upon nano-confinement, as suggested by other previous studies. It also 
shows that we can control the structure of the nanowire based on the composition of the eutectic 
mixture that is placed in the silica capillary. 

 The crystal structure of the alloyed Ga-In eutectic has also been an area of interest in this 
project.  Ga has at least four different metastable crystal structures, many of which arise when the 
substance is confined. Previous studies use differential scanning calorimetry to show that there 
are three metastable states that the eutectic alloy will form and the phase is dependent upon the 
extent of confinement the alloy is under. Laue micro-diffraction has been done on the 150 nm 
eutectic wires at the Advanced Photon Source and the results show that the wires are crystalline 
and that the crystal grains are quite large for a sample that is exactly at the eutectic point.  

Fig. 1 (a) Field emission SEM image of a nanotube cross section.  
(b). Magneto-conductance oscillations of a nanotube (background subtracted) at 
temperature 1.8 K. Magnetic field is applied parallel to the nanotube axis. The observed 
period is 3.53 ± 0.20 kOe. This period is consistent with h/e oscillations associated with the 
outer surface of the nanotube which has an average diameter of 125 nm. 
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Figure 2:  X-ray fluorescence maps of various Ga-In wire concentrations: A and B) 25% Ga 75% In 
C) 90% Ga 10% In D) 75% Ga 25% In (at the eutectic point).   

Quantum Anomalous Hall Effect in V-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 films: The quantum anomalous Hall 
(QAH) effect describes the dissipationless quantized Hall transport in ferromagnetic materials in 
the absence of external magnetic fields. The realization of the QAH effect in realistic materials 
requires two conditions: ferromagnetic insulating materials and topologically non-trivial 
electronic band structures. It has been proposed that these two conditions can be satisfied by 
introducing ferromagnetism into topological insulators (TIs). Ferromagnetism can be achieved by 
doping TIs with transition metal atoms, such as Cr, V and Mn. Indeed, the QAH effect has been 
reported in Cr-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 system. Among the various transition metal atoms, V-doped 
Sb2Te3 exhibits the most stable ferromagnetism with a high Curie temperature. We were 
therefore intrigued by the possibility when we were invited by Jagedeesh Moodera of MIT to  
carried out transport measurements to explore the QAH effect in V-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 thin films 
grown by MBE in Moodera’s lab. Figure 3a shows the schematic structure of the film for 
transport measurements. The film is patterned by mechanically removing material into a Hall bar 
configuration for transport measurements, as shown in Fig. 3b.  

 

 
Figure 3. Hall bar structure of V-doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 films for transport measurements. a, Schematics 
of the Hall bar (not to scale). The chemical potential of the film can be tuned by a bottom gate voltage 
applied on the back side of the dielectric substrate. Here, ρxx and ρyx represent the longitudinal 
resistance and the Hall resistance, respectively. b, Photograph of a Hall bar device made from a film 
on the substrate. The red arrow indicates the current flow direction during the measurements. The 
black area is the film, whereas the dark gray area is the bare substrate. The light-colored spots are 
the indium contacts to the film, which connect to 50µm diameter gold wires.  
 



 
Figure 4. The QAH effect in a 4QL (Bi0.29Sb0.71)1.89V0.11Te3 film measured at 25mK. a, Magnetic field 
dependence of the longitudinal resistance ρxx (red curve) and the Hall resistance ρyx (blue curve) at 
charge neutral point Vg=Vg

0. b, c, Expanded ρyx (b) and ρxx (c) at low magnetic field. ρyx at zero 
magnetic field exhibits a value of 1.00019±0.00069h/e2, while ρxx at zero magnetic field is only 
~0.00013±0.00007h/e2 (~3.35±1.76Ω). 
 
The IRG’s magneto-transport on a four quintuple-layers (QL) V-doped film exhibits nearly ideal 
QAH behavior (Fig. 4a). At the charge neutral point Vg0, the Hall resistance (Ryx) at zero 
magnetic field (labeled as Ryx(0)) displays the quantized value of 
1.00019±0.00069h/e2(25.8178±0.0177kΩ), while the longitudinal resistance (Rxx) at zero 
magnetic field (labeled as Rxx(0)) is only 0.00013±0.00007h/e2 (~3.35±1.76Ω) measured at 
T=25mK, shown in Figs 4b and 4c. The ratio Ryx(0)/Rxx(0) corresponds to an anomalous Hall 
angle of 89.993±0.004º. These nearly ideal values in the longitudinal and Hall resistance means 
true dissipationless chiral edge current  and make such devices more amenable for metrology and 
spintronics applications. These results have been published in Nature Materials. (Vol. 14, 473-
477, DOI: 10.1038/NMat4204) 
 
Origin of superconductivity and ferromagnetism in Bi/Ni/Bi trilayer: In 2010 the IRG 
showed that superconducting electrodes induce superconductivity in ferromagnetic Co and Ni 
wires that extends at least 500 nm into the wire. In addition the wire is both superconducting and 
ferromagnetic. (Nature Physics, vol 6, 389 (2010)) Coexistence of superconductivity and 
ferromagnetism was also experimentally observed in Bi/Ni bilayers [PRL 94, 037006 (2005)]. To 
reveal the origin of the superconductivity in this system, we collaborated with Moodera of MIT to 
systematically study the superconductivity and the ferromagnetism in Bi/Ni/Bi trilayers, Bi/Ni 
bilayers and Ni/Bi bilayers. We fixed the thickness of the Bi layers at 20nm and changed the 
thickness of the Ni layers in three different devices as shown in Fig.5 a,b,c. Fig.5d shows the 
results on the samples by growing Ni layer on top of substrate and followed by Bi layer, which 
are consistent with the previous results. For samples with the Bi layer on top of substrate and 
followed by Ni layer (Fig. 5e), the superconducting transitions in these samples were also 
observed, suggesting the superconductivity comes from the Bi/Ni interface. Fig. 5f shows the 
transitions in Bi/Ni/Bi trilayers are sharper than those in the bilayers and all the samples reach 
zero resistance at finite temperature. These results suggest superconductivity is more robust in the 
a trilayer than that in a bilayer. The superconducting transition temperature appears to be 
independent of the thickness of Ni layers in the Bi/Ni/Bi trilayer systems. The superconducting 
critical magnetic fields of the trilayers were higher than those of bilayers. In addition, we 
observed conventional ferromagnetism in both trilayers and bilayers. A model that can explain all 
the observations is being developed, specifically we think the superconductivity originates from 
the Bi/Ni interfaces with spin triplet pairing.  



 
Figure 5. Superconductivity in Ni/Bi bilayers, Bi/Ni bilayers and Bi/Ni/Bi trilayers. Schematics of 
Ni/Bi bilayers (a), Bi/Ni bilayers (b) and Bi/Ni/Bi trilayers (c). The thicknesses of the Bi layers are 
fixed at 20nm and the thicknesses of the Ni layers are changed. d,e,f, The resistance as a function of 
temperature for Ni/Bi bilayers (d), Bi/Ni bilayers (e) and Bi/Ni/Bi trilayers (f). The thicknesses of the 
Bi layers are fixed at 20nm and the thickness of the Ni layers range from 1 to 6nm. 
 
Theoretical Studies: The discoveries of the quantum Hall effect in the 1980s and more recently, 
of the time-reversal invariant topological insulators ushered in the era of topologically ordered 
materials. Unlike “conventional" materials whose phases are classified by the existence or lack of 
local order parameters, phases of topological materials are classified by topological invariants 
that are insensitive to local perturbations. An underlying question in the study of topologically 
ordered systems is how the underlying topology manifests itself in physical observables. We have 
addressed this question from several different perspectives. The interdisciplinary synergy is worth 
noting, as these papers resulted from interactions between different research groups, including 
condensed matter and string theorists. 
 
The universality of the quantum Hall resistance is well established. It has been predicted that 
some other quantities, notably the exponents characterizing the edge transport are also topological, 
i.e. are independent of details. Experimental measurements do not find this to be the case, and it 
has been proposed that “edge reconstruction” is responsible for this lack of precise quantization 
of the edge exponents. A direct confirmation of this mechanism is so far lacking, however. We 
showed in a paper (Phys. Rev. B 91, 081113(R) (2015)) that the quantization of edge exponent 
and the two-terminal Hall resistance are intimately tied, and a simultaneous measurement of these 
two transport coefficients should provide a stringent test of the topological properties of the 
fractional state.  
       In collaboration with a string theory colleague, we have studied topological aspects of the so-
called Weyl semimetal, a three-dimensional cousin of graphene. Certain material realizations of 
Weyl semimetals consist of topological insulator heterostructures that contain magnetic materials 
or magnetic dopants. The magnetic texture and fluctuations inherit some physical properties that 
reflect the underlying topological nature of this system. In particular, magnetic fluctuations are 
coupled to Weyl fermions as an axial vector field and therefore, magnon excitations in this 
system possess topologically non-trivial electromagnetic responses from the axial anomaly. Our 
main contribution was to bring out the form of a non-locality of the interaction between magnons 
and electromagnetic fields mediate by the gapless excitations of Weyl fermions. The 
modifications of the Landau-Lifshitz equation and Maxwell equation due to this non-local 
interaction give rise to two physical consequences, which are manifestations of the underlying 
topological nature of Weyl semimetals: an additional gapless magnon excitation with linear 



dispersion, and an unusual polariton spectrum. These results were published in Phys. Rev. B 90, 
134409 (2014). 
      We have studied collective excitations of a coupled system of 2-dimensional (2D) Dirac 
fermions and 2D non-relativistic electrons that coexist at the surface of a TI and interact via 
Coulomb interaction. Such coexisting modes have been seen experimentally on the surface of 
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3. We find that when the strength of the inter-species interaction is of the same 
order as that of the intra-species one, there exists only a single plasmon mode, contrary to the 
naive expectation of two plasmons arising from in-phase and out-of-phase oscillations. We show 
that one of them gets Landau damped for a large parameter range. These results were published in 
Phys. Rev. B 90, 045103 (2014) 
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IRG 4: ELECTROMAGNETICALLY COUPLED NANOSTRUCTURES: T. Mayer (IRG 
leader), J. Badding, A. Borhan, V. Crespi, V. Gopalan, Z. Liu, R. Schaak, D. Werner (all Penn 
State). 
 
Graduate Students and Postdocs:   
Graduated or Prior Support: T. Day, H. Chen, Z. Jiang, D. Keefer, B. Keshavarzi, D. Kirby, J. Liou, I. Martinez 
Quiles, C. Read, J. Sparks, N. Sullivan, N. Young, R. He (postdoc), S. Kubo (postdoc)                                                                                                     
 
Current: S. Boehm, H.Y. Chen, P. Donahue, M. Jerry, X. Ji, X. Kong, X. Li, L. Lin, D. Ma, P. Motevalian, T. Yue, 
X. Wang (postdoc) 
 
Non-MRSEC Funded Participating Researchers: N. Healy, A. Peacock, P. Sazio, S. Mailis, 
N. Bulgakova, J.H. Price, L. Shen 
 
IRG4 has designed and fabricated in-fiber and planar nanostructured devices used to manipulate 
and channel electromagnetic radiation across the spectrum.  Semiconductors integrated by high 
pressure chemical vapor deposition into optical fiber templates have been strained tuned to de-
crease their bandgap by nearly a factor of two, novel four-wave mixing and octave spanning su-
percontinuum light has been generated in hydrogenated amorphous silicon fibers, and mid-
infrared spectroscopic imaging by an array of Ge-filled waveguides has been demonstrated. New 

high pressure deposition tech-
niques to infiltrate nanostructured 
templates have been developed 
with a view towards research in a 
new IRG 3 under DMR-1420620, 
high pressure enabled electronic 
metalattices. Optical metasurfaces 
that allow for ultrathin optical 
components with broad operation-
al bandwidth, wide FOV and high 
efficiency were developed. 
Metasurface coatings that trans-
form the electromagnetic percep-
tion of one object to mimic that of 
another pre-selected one have 
been demonstrated. We have also 

developed a fast and computationally efficient circuit-based methodology to predict and custom 
engineer the scattering properties of a loaded plasmonic nanostructure without having to rely on 
repetitive, lengthy full-wave simulations. 
Extreme Electronic Bandgap Modification in Laser-Crystallized Silicon Optical Fibers: We 
deposited amorphous silicon (a-Si) into silica capillary fibers 1.7 µm in diameter via high pres-
sure chemical vapor deposition. The a-Si completely fills the empty capillary over centimeters of 
length and adheres strongly to its walls. Careful modeling and optimization of laser heating tech-
iques (Fig. 4.1 a) enabled crystallization of the amorphous silicon all across its cross section (Fig. 
4.1 b,c; Healy et.al. Nat. Mater. 2014). Transmission electron microscopy and Raman spectro-
scopic investigations both demonstrated that high quality polycrystalline silicon was formed after 
laser heating. Crystalline silicon is nearly 6% denser than amorphous silicon. The microsecond 

 
Fig. 4.1. Modeling of the laser crystallization process.  a) Laser heat-
ing of a-Si fiber core to crystalize it takes place on a microsecond time 
scale (b,c) throughout the depth of the fiber (positions a, b, and c). 
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time-scale laser crystallization process was thus able to induce significant, GPa level (1 GPa~104 
atm), stresses in the silicon fiber core; downshifts in the silicon A1g Raman mode of as much as 
10 cm-1 that appear to be associated with such tensile stresses were observed. Shifts in inter-
planar spacings in microfocus X-ray diffraction patterns of as much as 0.2 Å were also observed, 
consistent with the presence of significant stress. Photoconductivity measurements vs. incident 
photon energy (Fig. 4.2) revealed that extreme changes in bandgap by as much as nearly a factor 
of 2 to 0.59 eV appear to be induced by the significant stresses present in the crystallized silicon 

fiber core. Silicon is the most tech-
nologically robust and best under-
stood semiconductor platform. If it 
were possible to tune its bandgap 
continuously over a wide range of 
values, it could exhibit valuable 
new optoelectronic functions while 
these advantages are maintained. 
Silicon detectors that function in the 
telecoms region of the infrared 
spectrum could become possible, 
for example. Furthermore, IRG3 in 
the renewed DMR-1420620 
MRSEC seeks to reproduce these 
effects in planar films usable on 
chip. 
 Calculations reveal that aniso-
tropic stress such as is anticipated to 
be present in the fiber cores can de-
crease the silicon bandgap by as 
much as 0.6 eV. Only hydrostatic 
tensile stress was found to increase 
it. We plan to develop a more quan-
titative understanding of the de-
tailed stress distribution within the 
silicon fiber cores through synchro-
tron microfocus x-ray diffraction 
experiments. This stress distribution 
will be used as an input into calcula-
tions to predict bandgap shifts. We 
also found that millimeters-long 
single crystal silicon wires can be 
fabricated via laser crystallization, 
which is being spun out into another 
project. 

Mid-Infrared Spectroscopic Im-
aging with a Ge Waveguide Ar-
ray: Mid-infrared imaging with 
high spatial resolution at different 

 
Fig. 4.2. Normalized change in current vs. photon energy for a 
silicon reference waver and two different silicon fibers with differ-
ent levels of stress induced by laser crystallization/shrinkage. 

 
Fig. 4.3 Infrared images collected with the fiber probe at different 
wavelengths showing the contrast between two different beef tissue 
components, fat (red) and muscle (blue) that absorb at different 
infrared wavelengths. 
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Figure 4.5  (left) Metasurface geometry of a quarter-wave plate which converts a linear-polarized incident wave 
into a circular-polarized reflected wave. (right) Simulated and measured polarization conversion ratio and reflec-
tion magnitude. inset: SEM images of the fabricated ultrathin metasurface-enabled quarter-wave plate reflector. 
Scale bar, 400 nm. 

wavelengths remains challenging, but is useful for a very broad range of applications in areas 
from biological chemistry to materials characterization (Ji et.al. Opt.Exp 2014).  An array of high 
refractive index Ge waveguides deposited in a photonic crystal fiber enabled spectroscopic imag-

ing with ~7 µm spatial resolution. Different tissue 
components in a biological specimen were mapped 
using their infrared signatures (Fig. 4.3). Further re-
finement of the waveguide configuration and optical 
loss should enable sub-wavelength spectroscopic im-
aging. 
Four-Wave Mixing and Octave-Spanning Super-
continuum Generation: A small core (1.7 µm) hy-
drogenated amorphous silicon fiber deposited by 
high pressure chemical vapor deposition was used to 
demonstrate octave spanning supercontinuum light in 
the mid-infrared region of the spectrum (Shen et.al. , 
Opt. Exp. 2014). Conventional supercontinuum 
sources based on silica fibers typically do not extend 
much into the mid-infrared region. Mid-infrared laser 
light generated across a wide range of wavelengths is 
broadly useful for applications ranging from chemi-
cal sensing to metrology.  A high non-linear figure of 
merit was observed together with low optical losses 
0.8 dB/cm at 2.4 m wavelengths.  These fibers thus 
have much potential for nonlinear applications across 
the technologically important 1.5 to 3 µm wave-
length band.   

Optical Metasurfaces: The ability to generate circu-
larly polarized light over a broad band and a wide field-of-view is important to optical signal 
processing, laser systems, and sensing. We investigated ultrathin metasurface enabled quarter-
wave plates (see Fig. 4.5 composed of anisotropic nanorod arrays to realize broadband and 
broad-angle linear-to-circular polarization conversion. The waveplate was designed based on a 

 
Fig. 4.4  Supercontinuum spectra generated 
in the anamolous (a) and normal dispersion 
(b) regimes.  High pump power P0 of 75 W 
at different wavelengths was employed.  
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Figure 4.6  (left) Concept of achieving illusion optics with a metasurface. (right) Simulated and measured nor-
malized scattering patterns for a copper cylinder with and without the metasurface coating. 

semi-analytical model developed for fast evaluation of the performance of these metallodielectric 
nanostructures over a wide field-of-view. The fabricated sample shown in Fig. 4.5 was character-
ized at different angles of incidence, showing a linear-to-circular polarization conversion ratio 
greater than 92% from 640 to 1290 nm and operating over a wide field-of-view of ±40°, along 
with an unprecedented power efficiency greater than 92%. This work represents an advance in 
the state-of-the-art for optical metasurface-based devices and will enable other types of ultrathin 
optical components with broad operational bandwidth, wide FOV and high efficiency. 
Illusion Optics: We have also investigated using low-profile and light-weight coatings to 
achieve comprehensive manipulation of the electromagnetic scattering for finite-length objects 
(see Fig 4.6). In particular, illusion coatings, which transforms the electromagnetic perception of 
one object to mimic that of another pre-selected one, have been enabled by ultrathin single-layer 
functional metasurfaces. The illusion coating, which is anisotropic but homogeneous, is realized 
using hundreds of composite electric and magnetic sub-wavelength unit cells operating at fre-
quencies away from their resonance. The tangential and non-vanishing radial electromagnetic 
responses of the metasurface can control the multiple Mie scattering coefficients, which deter-
mine the scattering properties of the coated objects. Two different prototypes of the metasurface 
illusion coatings were fabricated and characterized, demonstrating very good camouflaging per-
formance for finite-length dielectric as well as conducting objects within a field-of-view up to 
±10° off normal as shown in Figure 4.6. This work paves the way for practical, artificially engi-
neered material coatings with exotic and versatile scattering control capabilities that would ena-
ble a wide range of applications throughout the entire electromagnetic spectrum. 

Plasmonic Nanoparticles: We have also demonstrated the feasibility of using multiport network 
theory to describe the admittance properties of a longitudinally loaded plasmonic nanorod anten-
na. Our analysis reveals that if the appropriate terminal ports are defined across the nanorod ge-
ometry, then the corresponding voltage and current quantities can be probed, and it becomes fea-

 
Figure 4.7 (left) Schematic of a single loaded nanorod antenna. (center) Extinction and scattering efficiencies of 
loaded nanorod when the cylindrical pocket is loaded with silver. (right) Input admittance of loaded nanorod show-
ing very good agreement with the scattering resonances of the structures indicated with the vertical orange lines. 
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sible to extract the admittance matrix of the structure. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that by 
utilizing cylindrical dielectric waveguide theory, closed form expressions can be derived that 
uniquely characterize the loading material in terms of its admittance. The combination of the 
admittance matrix information along with the load admittance expressions provides an effective 
methodology for computing the nanorod’s input admittance/impedance for arbitrary loading sce-
narios. This is important because the admittance resonances are associated with the structure’s 
scattering peaks, which are excited by a plane wave polarized parallel to its long dimension. 
Subsequently, the proposed approach provides a fast and computationally efficient circuit-based 
methodology to predict and custom engineer the scattering properties of a loaded plasmonic na-
norod without having to rely on repetitive, lengthy full-wave simulations. Fig. 4.7 shows the 
schematic of a single loaded nanorod antenna made of silver along with the extinction efficiency 
and input admittance of the loaded nanorod. 

Dual-plasmonic hybrid nanoparticles: Hybrid nanoparticles composed of multiple material 
systems can offer new combinations of properties. We developed a non-traditional synthetic 
pathway to Au-In2O3 hybrid nanoparticles that contain two distinct plasmonic domains:  Au, 
with a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) in the visible, and In2O3, with a LSPR in the 
mid-infrared (Figure 4.8).  The hybrid nanocrystals were produced by slowly introducing In(III) 
acetate to Au nanoparticle seeds using a syringe pump.  Rather than forming through a traditional 
heterogeneous seeded-growth process, a series of in-situ and ex-situ studies reveal an alternate 
multi-step pathway.  The Au nanoparticles first combine with In to form Au-In alloys, which 

then transform into intermetallic AuIn2 nano-
particles that are surrounded by a shell of 
amorphous indium oxide (AuIn2@InOx), 
followed by the final Au- In2O3 heterodimers 
upon complete phase segregation.  
Plans. 
IRG4 underwent a substantial reorganization 
in 2014 as part of the recently-funded renew-
al application process. The focus of this IRG 

is now Multicomponent Assemblies for Collective Function. Our goal is to understand and con-
trol the organization of particle mixtures to generate photonic and electronic architectures in 
which non-additive functions are imparted by the collective properties of the array. Co-
assemblies will incorporate multiple, distinct particle populations that vary in composition and 
consequently in their response to various directed self-assembly approaches.  Learning how to 
achieve desired assembly outcomes despite these differences, and to find ways to take advantage 
of them for increased control, will set the stage for a new era of nanomaterial-enabled device ap-
plications well beyond those proposed here. Three general classes of multicomponent assemblies 
will be investigated, incorporating new types of functional particles and spanning a wide range 
of organizational ordering schemes: (1) well-ordered arrays with single-particle positioning rela-
tive to underlying electrical contacts for fundamental studies of bioinspired synchronization in 
electronic oscillator networks; (2) arrays with intermediate order that will collectively define the 
spatial refractive index profile to manipulate light in new ways; (3) disordered assemblies of 
scattering particles to advance understanding of ‘random’ photonics, with a focus on lasing and 
nonlinear wave mixing. 
!

 
Figure 4.8 Synthetic strategy and optical properties for 
Au-In2O3 heterodimers. These particles exhibit a plas-
mon resonance in the visible, due to Au, and in the near 
infrared, due to In2O3. 



6.##Education#and#Human#Resources#!

The!Center!for!Nanoscale!Science!remains!a!leader!in!STEM!outreach!and!education!efforts!at!

Penn!State,!with!strong!evidence!of!institutional<level!impact.!It!is!also!a!key!player!in!the!

implementation!of!university<wide!improvements!regarding!diversity.!!Without!the!existence!of!

the!MRSEC!at!Penn!State,!many!outreach!and!educational!programs!wouldn’t!occur!at!all,!or!

would!be!greatly!diminished!in!scope!and!scale.!Many!of!these!initiatives!are!led!by!the!Center!

itself,!while!others!are!led!by!partners!with!direct!MRSEC!involvement!and!participation.!

Center&Participation:!The!personal!involvement!of!Center!members!is!vital!for!the!effective!

integration!of!research!with!educational!content!in!outreach!programs.!It!is!also!essential!for!the!

development!of!well<rounded!research!professionals!and!a!cohesive!community.!Center!faculty,!

students,!postdoctoral!scholars,!researchers,!and!staff!are!expected!to!contribute!at!least!12!

hours!per!year!to!outreach!activities.!!Additionally,!many!former!Center!members!and!affiliated!

researchers!are!frequent!volunteers.!Graduates!and!current!students!have!stated!that!their!

outreach!experiences!were!decisive!factors!in!job!offers!and!scholarship!awards.!

Strategy:!The!Center!strives!to!expand!awareness!of!its!research!expertise,!engage!diverse!

audiences!at!multiple!academic!levels!and!points!along!the!career<path,!positively!impact!

Center!members!and!volunteers,!and!further!develop!the!quantity!and!quality!of!pipelines!to!

underrepresented!and!underserved!groups.!Target!audiences!include!undergraduates,!K<12!

youth!and!teachers,!and!the!general!public.!Given!the!Center’s!size,!the!logistics!of!engaging!all!

members!requires!a!broad!menu!of!opportunities,!simple!systems!for!participation,!a!low!

barrier!of!entry!and!commitment,!and!organized!supportive!resources.!

*!Programs!uniquely!led,!organized,!and/or!hosted!

by!the!PSU!MRSEC!are!marked!with!an!asterisk.! !

#

Museum#Show#Partnership#with#the#Franklin#Institute*#

The!Franklin!Institute!(a!science!museum!in!Philadelphia)!and!the!MRSEC!have!been!engaged!

in!a!longtime!partnership!that!has!resulted!in!the!creation!of!five!cart<based!demonstration!kits:!

Materials)Matter)(2003);!Nano-Bio:)Zoom)in)on)Life!!(2005);!Small)Wonders!(2008);!Hidden)Power!

(2011);!Pocket)Tech!(2013).!During!2014,!the!5th!museum!show!kit,!Pocket&Tech,!which!explores!

the!technology!contained!within!personal!electronic!devices!such!as!smart!phones,!was!

implemented!into!museum!programming!at!16!recipient!museums!nationwide.!Recipients!were!

small,!medium,!and!large!institutions!in!a!variety!of!geographical!and!socio<economic!areas.!!

Evaluations!of!kit!usage!reported!a!reach!of!107,796!visitors!thus!far.!(Data!did!not!yet!include!2!

recipient!museums,!and!3!partners!reported!delays!in!kit!implementation!due!to!staffing!

changes.)!!Partners!stated,!“[W]e)have)very)few)technology-based)exhibits)and…)demos.)The)Pocket)

Tech)kits)are)a)great)addition”;)It)is)“an)accessible)experience)for)different)level)learners”;)“The)kit)came)

at)a)perfect)time…)engaging)people)with)technology)that)they)can)relate)to,)their)own)pocket)tech.”;)“The)

[donation])of)AT&T)phones)was)very)helpful)to)have)as)part)of)the)kit!!”!!In!December!2014,!a!

planning!meeting!was!held!to!initiate!the!next!project.!Pocket!tech!devices!will!be!used!reach!an!

even!broader!audience!via!an!educational!smartphone!app.!!



Public#Outreach#Events#

The!Penn!State!MRSEC!continued!its!traditional!involvement!in!multiple!public!outreach!

events.!!!

Exploration7U:!(March!25th)!Center!members!presented!Pocket)Tech!activities!at!this!annual!

science!event!hosted!by!the!Science<U!outreach!staff!in!the!Eberly!College!of!Science!in!

partnership!with!the!local!school!district,!attended!by!465!children!

and!303!adults.!!

USA&Science&&&Engineering&Festival:&(April!25<27th,!Washington,!

DC)!Joining!several!other!Penn!State!groups,!MRSEC!volunteers!

presented!Pocket)Tech!to!many!of!the!~2300!visitors!who!visited!Penn!

State’s!booths.!This!national!event!attracts!an!estimated!attendance!

of!150,000.!&

NanoDays™&at&Penn&State&*:!(April<May)!As!a!recipient!of!the!

2014!NanoDays!kit!from!NISE!Net!(Nanoscale!Informal!Science!

Education!Network),!the!MRSEC!organized!and!hosted!three!events.!!Local!partners!included!

Discovery!Space!of!Central!PA,!Materials!Research!Institute!(MRI),!Center!for!Nanotechnology!

Education!and!Utilization!(CNEU),!and!Center!for!Science!and!the!Schools!(CSATS).!!!

• Science)Café)(April)1,)2014):!At!a!weekly!research!Café!held!at!MRI,!~80!graduate!students!

and!faculty!heard!the!personal!stories!of!two!MRSEC!graduate!students!who!used!outreach!

to!share!their!own!research,!and!the!benefits!they’ve!gained!in!the!process.!!NISE!Net!

activities!were!presented!at!stations!before!and!after!the!discussion.!!

• NanoDays)at)Discovery)Space)(April)5,)2014):!MRSEC!volunteers!paired!with!a!local!Chemistry!

Club!of!upper!elementary!aged!students!to!prepare!to!jointly!present!NanoDays!kit!

activities!to!the!public!April!event!at!the!local!Discovery!Space!of!Central!PA!children’s!

science!museum.!!A!total!of!136!visitors!attended.!

• Nanotechnology)Workshop)for)Teachers)(May)5,)2014):!24!Pennsylvania!K<12!educators!(3!upper!

elementary,!6!middle!school,!14!high!school,!and!1!STEM!facilitator;!7!males,!17!females)!

learned!about!nanoscale!science!and!technology!via!a!one<day!workshop.!!Activities!

included!faculty!presentations,!a!tour!of!Penn!State’s!materials!characterization!and!

fabrication!facilities,!exploration!of!NISE!Net!activities!with!graduate!students,!remote!

access!and!control!of!a!scanning!electron!microscope!(SEM),!an!inquiry<based!classroom<

ready!lesson!titled!“Hydrophobicity:!The!Lotus!Leaf”,!and!information!about!post<

secondary!education!and!career!opportunities!in!nano<related!fields.!!!

In!December,!the!Penn!State!MRSEC!was!again!notified!of!its!successful!proposal!to!receive!a!

NanoDays!2015!kit.!

!

Science&at&the&Central&Pennsylvania&Festival&of&the&Arts&–&Children&&Youth&Day&*:&!(July!9th)!
This!annual!community!event!begins!with!one!day!just!for!kids.!Organizing!and!presenting!

science!activities!has!become!a!MRSEC!tradition.!A!total!of!14!booths!were!coordinated!by!the!

Graduate(students(engage(more(than(2000(
visitors(in(three(days(in(Washington,(DC.(



Center,!11!of!which!were!directly!staffed!by!MRSEC<affiliated!graduate!students,!faculty,!and!

staff!(24!volunteers!in!total)!who!worked!in!teams!with!43!REU!students!and!a!diverse!group!of!

42!Upward)Bound)Math)and)Science)(UBMS)!high!school!students.!These!multi<level,!behind<the<

table!teams!worked!together!to!prepare!their!activities!and!presentations.!Center!volunteers!

took!on!leadership!and!mentoring!roles!before!and!during!the!event.!Visitor!counts!in<front<of<

the<table!indicated!that!~1800!children!and!adults!each!“cooled!off”!with!liquid!nitrogen!ice!

cream,!more!than!500!engaged!in!making!color!wheels!to!explore!the!mixing!of!colored!light,!

and!~800!learned!about!density.!The!event!is!attended!annually!by!~8000!kids!and!adults!from!

the!local!region.!!

!

KC12#Programs#

Center!outreach!and!education!efforts!that!target!K<12!audiences!involve!MRSEC!partnerships!

with!existing!K<12!specific!programs,!as!well!as!relationships!with!teachers,!parents,!school!

administrators,!and!local!service!organizations.!!!

After&School&Science&with&the&Center&County&Youth&Service&
Bureau&(CCYSB)*:!(February!27th,!April!10th,!May!8th)!For!the!

third!year,!in!partnership!with!Penn!State’s!Materials!

Characterization!Lab,!the!MRSEC!held!three!Pocket)Tech!

themed!after<school!programs!to!local!at<risk!youth!to!learn!

“How)does)a)smart)phone)work?”.!Approximately!20!youth!

(upper!elementary!through!high!school)!attended!each!on<

campus!program,!along!with!their!mentors.!!!

Park&Forest&Middle&School&STEM&Fair:!(March!14th)!MRSEC!volunteers!hosted!a!booth,!

presented!materials!science!demonstrations,!and!talked!to!students!during!an!annual!school<

wide!event!that!exposes!students!to!current!science!topics!of!interest,!local!STEM!opportunities,!

and!future!careers!in!STEM!fields.!(~980!students!enrolled)!!

Science7U&–&Science&Leadership&Camp*:!(July!28th!–!August!1st)!Science)Leadership)Camp:)Elements)
of)Innovation!is!a!weeklong!residential!summer!camp!experience!attended!by!a!diverse!group!of!

30!high!school!aged!youth!(60%!female;!37%!URM).!!MRSEC!sponsored!13!full!scholarships*!(10!

females;!8!URM)!and!assisted!with!the!recruitment!and!selection!of!applicants!from!

underserved!and!underrepresented!groups.!!Center!faculty!and!graduate!students!hosted!five!

groups!of!high!school!campers!for!a!half<day,!hands<on,!lab<based!“research!snapshot”!of!a!

particular!project!or!problem.!!MRSEC!members!also!hosted!the!annual!“scientist!mixer”!

mentoring!event.!!!

Summer&Experience&in&the&Eberly&College&of&Science&(SEECoS):&!(Summer!2014)!The!lab!groups!

of!three!MRSEC!faculty!(Roman!Engel<Herbert,!Lasse!Jensen,!and!Thomas!Mallouk)!each!

mentored!2<3!high!school!students!from!the!Upward)Bound)Math)and)Science!(UBMS)!program!

(serving!low<income!and!first!generation!students!from!underrepresented!and!underserved!

populations!in!PA)!for!a!six<week!long!research<based!project.!!!

Local(CCYSB(youth(learn(about(the(simple(
binary(language(of(computing(that(resulted(
from(the(invention(of(the(transistor.(



Higher&Achievement:&(August!6th)!MRSEC!continued!its!annual!support!of!this!program!by!

presenting!Pocket)Tech!to!~40!girls!and!boys!in!the!7th<8th!grades!(the!majority!of!whom!are!first<

generation!college<bound!students).!!

Haunted7U:!(October!19th)!MRSEC!hosted!a!spooky!science!

demo!for!83!enrolled!kids!(plus!parents!and!siblings)!during!a!

haunted!lab!tour!of!Science<U’s!popular!annual!Halloween<

themed!event.!!

#

Research#Experiences#for#Undergraduates#and#Teachers#

Research&Experiences&for&Undergraduates&(REU):!In!
partnership!with!the!Physics!Department!(DMR!1062691),!the!Center!assisted!in!recruiting!and!

selecting!27!participants,!16!of!whom!were!funded!by!NSF!(10!external,!6!first<year!Penn!State!

Millennium!Scholars!–!see!below),!while!the!remaining!11!Penn!State!undergrads!were!

supported!via!internal!sources.!!MRSEC!faculty!acted!as!mentors!for!21!of!the!27!students.!!

Additional!MRSEC!were!mentors!in!other!summer!research!programs!(not!listed!below).!!

MRSEC!faculty!held!a!“research!mixer”!to!meet!and!explore!matches!with!Millennium!Scholars.!

Selected!students!participated!in!frontier!materials!and!physics!research!with!broad!exposure!to!

unique!interdisciplinary!projects!and!cutting<edge!facilities.!!Weekly!seminars!informed!

students!about!the!broad!scope!of!interdisciplinary!research,!career!opportunities,!educational!

strategies,!and!ethics!issues.!Professional!development!activities!included!diversity!awareness!

and!science!communication!training,!a!trip!to!the!Franklin!Institute,!outreach!at!“Arts!Fest!Kids!

Day”,!and!a!large!joint!Summer!Research!Symposium!structured!to!simulate!the!feel!of!a!

professional!conference.!

REU#Student# College/University# Faculty#Mentor# Research#Project#Title#

Gayle!Geschwind! New!York!University! Nasim#Alem# Growth)of)Two-dimensional)(2D))hexagonal-Boron)

Nitride)(h-BN))on)Copper)Foil)

±!Blaise!Pfaff!! Penn!State!University! Paul#Cremer*# Creating)Air-Stable)Supported)Lipid)Bilayers)by)

Attachment)of)Elastin-Like)Polypeptides)

±!David!Heineman! Penn!State!University! Vincent#Crespi# Chemotaxis)in)Enzyme)Molecules)

±!Kevin!Wang! Penn!State!University! Ismaila#Dabo*# Predicting)the)Optical)Properties)of)

Metalloporphyrin)Dyes)From)First)Principles)

±!Marquise!Craig! Penn!State!University! Renee#Diehl**# Makerbot)Replicator)3D)printer)

Matthew! !Taw! Union!University! Enrique#Gomez# Fluorescence)Quenching)of)Conjugated)Polymer)

and)Block)Copolymer)Solutions)

Pedro!Valentín!De!

Jesús!

University!of!Puerto!Rico,!

Mayaguez!
Venkat#Gopalan# Determining)the)Normalizers)of)the)Subperiodic)

Crystallographic)Groups)

Kimberly!Guzman! University!of!Puerto!Rico,!

Cayey!
Chris#Keating*# Directed)assembly)of)partially)etched)nanowires)

(PENs))in)electrical)fields)to)form)lattice)structures))

Stephanie!Pettit! High!Point!University! Theresa#Mayer# Multi-component)Chalcogenide)Gradient)Index)

Materials)Research)

Phoebe!Yeoh! Goucher!College! Susan#McKinstry# Adjustable)Optics)for)X-Ray)Telescopes)

±!Aleksander!Piasecki! Penn!State!University! Joshua#Robinson*# Selective)Growth)of)Mono-layered)Tungsten)

Diselenide)via)Patterned)Substrates))

Diversity(training(is(the(focus(of(a(MRSECEled(
universityEwide(REU(Orientation(designed(to(
initiate(positive(summer(research(experiences.(



Wilfredo!Mendez!Ortiz! University!of!Puerto!Rico,!

Mayaguez!
Ayusman#Sen# Swarming)of)Autonomous)Micromotors)Powered)

by)Enzyme)Catalysis)

Pablo!Sepulveda! University!of!Puerto!Rico,!

Humacao!
Mauricio#Terrones# Controlled)synthesis)and)characterization)of)

MoS2/WS2)hybrid)2D)materials)

Santiago!Tarrago! Universidad!

Iberoamericano!
Mauricio#Terrones# Silicon)doped)single)walled)carbon)nanotubes:)

Synthesis)and)characterization)

±!Nicolas!Mesyngier! Penn!State!University! Mauricio#Terrones# Synthesis)and)Electronic)Properties)of)Hexagonal)

Graphene)Islands)

William!Weigand! University!of!San!Diego! Darrell#Velegol# Hierarchical)assembly)of)tracers)usingbarium)

sulfate)micropumps)

*!Denotes!previous!MRSEC!faculty!participants;!**!Denotes!Physics!faculty!

±!Denotes!MRSEC!supported!Millennium!Scholar!first!year!students!

!

Interdisciplinary&Research&Experience&for&Teachers&Program&(RET):&Due!to!a!gap!in!funding,!no!
teachers!were!hosted!in!2014.!!However,!the!program!is!intended!to!return!in!2015!and!beyond.!

#

Recruitment#and#Retention#

Women&in&STEM&Mixer&*:!(March!20th)!Using!the!theme!

Mentors&and&Mentees&–&Creating&a&Win7Win&Relationship,!!!!!
80!attendees!(20!undergraduates,!30!graduate!students,!10!

researchers!and!staff,!10!research!faculty!Hosts,!and!10!

industrial!partner!Co<hosts)!participated!in!structured!

networking!event!bringing!multiple!career!levels!together!

from!academia!and!industry.!!Guest!speakers!from!Boeing!and!Penn!State!started!the!event!with!

advice!for!mentors!and!mentees,!comparing!the!unique!perspectives!of!industry!and!academia.!#

#

Evaluation#&#Assessment!

Evaluation!and!assessment!efforts!of!education!and!outreach!initiatives!are!part!of!every!

MRSEC!program!listed!above.!!Metrics!and!tools!are!designed!separately!for!each!program,!

depending!upon!particular!goals!and!desired!outcomes,!and!implemented!accordingly.!!

Assessment!methods!include!participant!and!volunteer!surveys,!team<based!inquiry,!behavioral!

observations!of!attendees,!instruments!utilized!within!activities,!formal!and!informal!

interviews,!etc.!!Collecting!and!maintaining!accurate!records!of!audience!demographics!and!

volunteer!contributions!remains!a!Center!priority.!!All!collected!information!is!reviewed!during!

post<program!wrap<up!efforts!and!summarized!to!evaluate!the!impact!on!volunteers!and!

participants,!as!well!as!identify!program!successes!and!needed!changes.!!

Future!utilization!of!a!new!tool!developed!by!Dr.!Roberty!Tai,!University!of!Virginia,!for!K<12!

programing!is!being!considered!as!an!effort!to!support!and!participate!in!a!larger!educational!

research!study.!!Long<term!tracking!efforts!for!the!Science!Leadership!Camp!are!also!being!

initiated.!!

Mentors(and(mentees(discussed(the(unique(
responsibilities(of(each(role(during(all(stages(of(
the(career(path,(both(in(and(outside(academia.(



Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan

7. Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan 

The MRSEC hosts postdoctoral researchers in two distinct types of positions: research-focussed 
postdoctoral fellows and also education/outreach postdoctoral officers. These two positions have 
a distinct character, but share many common mentoring goals. We begin by describing the ele-
ments in common to both types, and then describe the elements that are unique to each.  
Each postdoctoral fellow, working in conjunction with appropriate lead faculty members (faculty 
research mentors or the Associate Director in charge of outreach), is expected to develop an In-
dividual Development Plan (IDP). The IDP outlines long-term career goals and short-term objec-
tives, identifies areas for specialized training, and facilitates effective communication of expecta-
tions between postdoc and mentors. The mentors provide the postdoctoral fellow with counseling 
tailored to his/her career goals in academia, industry or government. These plans are based on 
published best practices as presented in the National Postdoctoral Society mentoring toolkit. De-
pending on their interests and goals, the postdoctoral scholar is offered training opportunities 
ranging from research training to formal workshops, seminars, informal mentoring, opportunities 
to supervise more junior researchers, research presentations. Key components of a mentoring 
plan include: 

• Introduction to the local environment and campus-wide resources available to support their 
research, teaching, outreach and professional development. 

• Participation in the Scholarship and Research Integrity program at Penn State to provide 
comprehensive training in the responsible conduct of research.  

• Participating in a brown-bag lunch series (sponsored by the Penn State Postdoctoral Society) 
where speakers discuss leadership, professional ethics, work-life balance, conflict resolution, 
career paths in and outside of academia, entrepreneurship, applying for positions and negoti-
ating start-up packages.  

• Presentations in MRSEC seminars to develop communication and presentation skills. 
• Guidance with regards to a journal club organized by the Penn State Graduate School to pro-

vide guidance on writing scholarly publications. 
• Travel to at least one professional conference each year to present the results of research, de-

velop professional relationships and network with colleagues. 
• Networking with leaders in academia and industry by meeting with them during campus vis-

its and at professional meetings. 
• Attending seminars and workshops on how to identify funding opportunities and write com-

petitive grant proposals that are offered by the Office of Postdoctoral Studies. Involvement in 
MRSEC-oriented proposal preparations at the Seed level and also related proposals (PREM, 
REU, etc.) 

• Participating in seminars on improving teaching effectiveness offered by the Schreyer Insti-
tute for Teaching Excellence. Examples include “Understanding and Engaging Today’s Uni-
versity Student” and “The Future of Textbooks in the Digital Age.” Postdoctoral scholars 
who intend to pursue academic positions are encouraged to teach at least one undergraduate 
course in their academic discipline during their time in the Center, and to obtain formal eval-
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uations from their students. This is a particular focus for the postdoctoral education/outreach 
officers (as described below) but the opportunity is available to all.  

In addition, research-focussed postdoctoral fellows participate in regular IRG-level and smaller-
scale research meetings to present and discuss results, brainstorm future directions, and plan pub-
lications. Research postdocs are intended to act as “glue” within an IRG, interacting across indi-
vidual research groups and thereby obtaining broad, interdisciplinary perspective and capabili-
ties. Through the sharing of problem solving strategies, the postdoctoral researchers gain experi-
ence in making sensible short and long term decisions to get the most out of a research project, 
including the unique considerations behind successfully managing synthesis/experiment/theory 
projects. Since all post-docs come with different skill set, strengths and weaknesses, career plan 
and personality, it is necessary to tailor a mentoring plan to best fit each individual, with particu-
lar focus on communication skills, specific research expertise, academic versus industrial versus 
teaching goals, etc. The MRSEC has had good success in the next stages in postdocs’ career 
paths; for example, out of a set of 21 recent postdocs across a wide range of research topics, 
twelve obtained faculty positions, eight are currently working as research scientists or adminis-
trators in universities, national laboratories and private industry, one is teaching high school and 
one is a post-doc in a national lab. The most recent postdoctoral researchers over the past year 
have encountered comparable success to this recent cohort. 
Education/outreach postdoctoral fellows typically have a distinct set of career goals, and our 
mentoring plan reflects these so that each postdoc can develop a compelling, balanced portfolio 
of experiences and accomplishments that cover the range of capabilities – teaching, grant writ-
ing, outreach, and research. To ensure that adequate mentoring is provided in in teaching, we tar-
get co-teaching environments, either as one lecture section in a multi-track introductory course or 
as one of two instructors co-teaching an upper-level undergraduate course. Further mentoring is 
provided in the joint preparation of grant proposals: one prior outreach postdoc successfully ob-
tained an NSF Discovery Corp fellowship; another led the effort to prepare and submit a success-
ful REU site proposal. Future opportunities along these lines may include the PREM, I-Corps, 
REU (renewal) programs and other venues. We also provide opportunities for education/outreach 
postdocs to maintain a research arm to their activities, hosted in a MRSEC lab. In this manner, 
they can build a compelling CV that demonstrates success in teaching, securing grant resources, 
publishing, and a portfolio of outreach efforts that span from museum/academia partnerships to 
designing curricula for summer camps, working with high school teachers, etc. In addition, all 
postdocs are encouraged and supported to attend disciplinary and professional development con-
ferences and workshops. As a measure of success, four recent education/outreach postdocs have 
all secured permanent teaching positions, and our prior instructor-level education/outreach man-
ager is now an associate dean. This mentoring is the primary responsibility of the Associate Di-
rector for Outreach, but other faculty participate as well as appropriate. 
This mentoring program is assessed by regular discussion and feedback on each IDP as well as 
by the success in achieving career goals both during and following the postdoctoral fellowship. 
The Center Director consults on an annual basis with the primary faculty mentors of each post-
doc to monitor career progress and ensure that each postdoctoral fellow has a comprehensively 
supportive environment for career development.



8. Center(Diversity!

Diversity)Strategy)Overview:!!The!Center’s!approach!to!diversity!focuses!upon!all!career!stages,!
grad!admissions!of!member!departments,!and!education!and!outreach!programs.!The!following!
four!principles!guide!the!MRSEC!diversity!efforts!described!below:!(1)!engage!
underrepresented!individuals!as!participants!in!all!Center!activities;!(2)!maintain!diversity!
initiatives!that!target!multiple!academic!levels!(high!school!through!graduate!school)!and!
incorporate!vertical!mentorship!whenever!possible;!(3)!connect!outreach!and!educational!efforts!
with!direct!involvement!in!Center!research,!or!a!pathway!towards!potential!future!Center!
membership;!and!(4)!build!and!utilize!collaborative!partnerships!to!produce!greater!results!and!
reach!stronger!target!audiences!than!can!be!accomplished!or!reached!otherwise.!Complex!
factors!attract!and!retain!underrepresented!students!and!faculty,!and!these!can!be!challenging!
to!identify!and!surmount.!A!Diversity!Committee,!comprised!of!Center!leadership!and!faculty,!
outreach!staff,!and!multicultural!officers!from!partner!colleges!and!university!programs,!
oversees!and!assists!with!the!implementation!of!diversity!initiatives.!

Current)Status)and)Progress)of)Center)Participation:!!The!following!tables!summarize!the!
current!status!and!longitudinal!progress!of!diversity!engagement!efforts!in!research!activities.!

(

Table(1:((Summary(of(2014(participants(by(category(of(Women(and(Underrepresented(Minorities((URM)(

The!consistency!of!the!longitudinal!numbers!below!considered!relative!to!total!participation!
indicates!the!CenterLs!ongoing!commitment!to!diversity.!It!also!suggests!that!there!exists!a!
limitation!at!the!institutional!level!that!is!preventing!further!progress.!!As!a!result,!the!Penn!
State!MRSEC!has!been!taking!an!active!role!in!initiating!and/or!supporting!universityQlevel!
programs!that!connect!to!its!constituent!departments!–!with!the!ultimate!goal!of!increasing!the!
diversity!of!both!the!Center!and!the!departments.!!!
!
( 2003( 2004( 2005( 2006( 2007( 2008( 2009( 2010( 2011( 2012( 2013( 2014(

Faculty( 48! 49! 50! 42! 38! 45! 43! 49! 45! 49! 43! 46!
Post( 7! 10! 11! 11! 13! 19! 12! 12! 9! 10! 11! 4!
Grad( 34! 49! 36! 40! 38! 57! 46! 56! 52! 62! 56! 50!
REU( 26! 34! 32! 32! 20! 21! 20! 18! 13! 19! 18! 16!
Table(2:(Total(Number(of(Penn(State(MRSEC(participants(by(year(and(category(
(

MRSEC(Participants(
2014!

(
Total(

Women(
Underrepresented(

Minorities((
(URM)(

Faculty,(Postdocs,(
Graduate(Students( 100!

26!
(26%)!

8!
(8%)!

REU(
(Undergraduates)( 16!

4!!
(25%)!

12!!
(75%)!

RET( NA! NA! NA!
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( 2003( 2004( 2005( 2006( 2007( 2008( 2009( 2010( 2011( 2012( 2013( 2014(
Faculty( 7! 10! 9! 8! 8! 11! 10! 7! 8! 10!

23*!
10!

Post( 2! 5! 4! 4! 7! 7! 4! 3! 1! 4! 1!
Grad( 13! 15! 9! 9! 4! 8! 9! 11! 15! 14! 15!
REU( 10! 11! 11! 9! 12! 13! 10! 10! 5! 7! 6! 4!
Table(3:(Number(of(Penn(State(MRSEC(Women(participants(by(year(and(category(
(
( 2003( 2004( 2005( 2006( 2007( 2008( 2009( 2010( 2011( 2012( 2013( 2014(

Faculty( 1! 1! 2! 2! 2! 2! 2! 4! 2! 4!
8*!

5!
Post( 0! 0! 1! 1! 3! 3! 1! 2! 1! 1! 1!
Grad( 1! 1! 2! 3! 3! 6! 6! 7! 4! 4! 2!
REU( 3! 2! 6! 11! 12! 10! 10! 4! 3! 5! 8! 12!
Table(4:(Number(of(Penn(State(MRSEC(Underrepresented(Minority(participants(by(year(and(category.((
(
*!Source:!!NSF!2013!survey!results;!data!does!not!distinguish!between!Faculty,!Postdoc,!and!Graduate!Student;!these!
numbers!represent!only!the!83!out!of!110!Center!participants!who!responded!to!the!survey.!(110!=!43!faculty!+11!
postdocs!+!56!graduate!students:!see!Table!2)!

Research)Experiences)for)Undergraduates)(REU):!MRSEC!faculty!advised!summer!research!
projects!for!6!firstQyear!undergraduates!in!the!inaugural!class!of!Penn!State’s!new!Millennium)
Scholars!program,!modeled!after!the!very!successful!Meyerhoff!Scholars!program!at!University!
of!Maryland,!Baltimore!County!(UMBC).!These!diverse!science!and!engineering!scholars!are!
committed!to!the!completion!of!a!PhD.!!10!additional!nonQPenn!State!students!joined!the!group,!
totaling!16!NSF!funded!students!represented!by!4!women!and!12!URM!individuals.!

Fall!2014!recruitment!efforts!by!MRSEC!faculty!and!members!of!the!Diversity!Committee!were!
made!at!UMBC,!Tuskegee,!and!the!University!of!Puerto!Rico!(Cayey,!Humacao).!!A!PREM!
proposal!with!North!Carolina!Central!University!(NCCU)!lead!to!an!inQperson!meeting!in!
December,!establishing!the!foundation!of!another!brand!new!partnership.!Results!of!these!
efforts!are!expected!to!be!seen!in!2015!programs!and!beyond.)!

The!MRSECQled!joint!REU!program!series,!titled!Different)Science,)Different)People,)Working)
Together,)successfully!implemented!in!2013,!was!awarded!a!
second!year!of!funding!for!2014!by!Penn!State’s!Equal!
Opportunity!Planning!Committee.!Participation!included!all!
MRSECQaffiliated!REU!programs,!as!well!as!other!summer!
undergraduate!research!students.!This!joint!series!included!
three!parts,!the!first!being!a!welcome!orientation!with!
diversity!education!and!communityQbuilding!activities.!!It!
provided!a!clear!message!regarding!the!value!of!diversity!in!
science!and!engineering,!as!well!as!the!growing!trend!and!
strength!of!interdisciplinary!research.!!A!seminar!series!and!networking!mixer!was!held!at!the!
new!Millennium!Science!Complex!building,!home!of!several!stateQofQtheQart!user!facilities!and!
laboratories!to!become!exposed!to!the!larger!university!research!community.)

REU$students$engage$in$interdisciplinary$
research$discussions$with$faculty$and$consider$
diversity$from$a$scientific$perspective.$
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Graduate)Recruitment:!The!MRSEC!Diversity!Committee!reQestablished!purposeQdriven!
communications!with!many!stakeholders:!Center!faculty,!affiliated!department!graduate!
admissions!committees,!collegeQlevel!multicultural!officers,!and!Office!of!Graduate!Educational!
Equity!Programs!(OGEEP)!at!The!Graduate!School.!!The!second!annual!STEM)Open)House!!!
(initiated!at!a!2013!MRSEC!Diversity!Committee!meeting)!was!held!September!11Q14th,!2014.!!
Attended!by!33!underrepresented!and!underserved!minority!
undergraduate!and!female!students!in!their!junior!or!senior!
year,!the!event!provides!a!preview!before!the!graduate!
application!process!is!in!full!swing,!a!common!bestQpractice!by!
universities!and!colleges!who!have!strong!and!successful!track!
records!for!attracting!and!retaining!diverse!student!
populations!at!the!graduate!level.!Led!by!OGEEP,!MRSEC!
staff!played!key!roles!organizing!event!logistics!and!faculty!
hosts.!MRSEC!faculty!hosted!students!for!departmental!tours,!attended!networking!sessions!
and!dinners,!gave!presentations,!and!served!as!panelists.!!Institutional!support!increased!
broadly!in!just!one!year!by!the!participation!and!financial!support!of!two!colleges!and!the!Huck!
Institutes!of!the!Life!Sciences.!!

Supporting)Women)and)Girls)in)STEM:!!The!STEM!Committee!of!the!AAUW!State!College!
Branch!continues!to!be!led!by!Kristin!Dreyer,!MRSEC!Program!Director!of!Education!and!
Outreach.!!The!group!initiated!a!STEM!Scholarship!to!Science!U!summer!camps!for!local!middle!
and!high!school!girls!and!a!STEM!MiniQgrant!opportunity!for!new!programs!that!support!this!
same!audience.)!In!March,!a!Women)in)STEM)Mixer!was!attended!by!80!participants!from!
multiple!stages!of!the!career!path,!both!in!academia!and!industry.!(See!Section!6.))

Diversity)in)KJ12)Programs:!MRSEC!supported!scholarships!for!13!diverse!high!school!campers!
(10!female,!8!URM)!to!attend!a!unique!weeklong!residential!experience!at!Penn!State’s)Science)
Leadership)Camp.!Applicants!were!recruited!through!an!expanding!number!of!pipelines,!as!
new!connections!are!intentionally!established!with!schools!and!Trio!programs!that!serve!
minority!and!economically!disadvantaged!communities.!!Further,!three!MRSEC!faculty!hosted!
Upward'Bound'Math'&'Science'(UBMS)!students!in!the!Summer)Experience)in)the)Eberly)College)
of)Science)(SEECoS))program!to!do!research!project!in!their!labs.!!All!UBMS!students!were!also!
placed!in!multiQlevel!teams!with!Physics/MRSEC!REU!and!MRSEC!graduate!students!for!a!full!
day!of!science!outreach!at!the!annual!local!Arts!Festival!Kids!Day!event.!(See!Section!6.)!

The!Center!is!currently!implementing!two!new!diversity!initiatives.!(1)!A!MRSECQSloan!
Scholars!partnership!via!OGEEP!will!bring!up!to!5!new!minority!or!female!graduate!scholars!
into!Center!research!activities,!and!(2)!the!MRFN!Faculty!Speaker!Series!will!foster!mutual!
faculty!exchanges!between!Center!and!MSI!faculty!to!further!explore!potential!research!
collaborations!and!student!opportunities.!These!initiatives!strive!to!address!the!current!
institutional!level!limitations!that!prevent!matriculation!into!Center!research!activities!by!
intentional!efforts!to!support!OGEEP’s!diversity!recruitment!efforts,!invite!existing!scholars!into!
the!Center,!and!strengthen!relationships!with!MSI!partners.!

Attendees$from$the$STEM$Open$House$learn$
about$graduate$opportunities$at$Penn$State.$
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9. Knowledge Transfer to Industry and Other Sectors 

The faculty of the Penn State MRSEC are engaged in a broad spectrum of activities with scien-
tists and engineers in corporate and government laboratories within the U.S., and in exchanges 
and collaborations with international academic partners. These interactions include research col-
laborations, presentations at workshops and conferences, patents and software. The MRSEC 
hosts visiting scientists and plays a key role in the overall industrial/technology transfer in-
frastructure of the University.  There is also strong international component to collaborative re-
search and outreach activities of the Center. 

Penn State is a significant performer of industry sponsored research and as such maintains re-
search relationships with companies and national laboratories across diverse fields. One of the 
important vehicles for collaboration with industry is the MRSEC’s Industrial Affiliates Program, 
now in its seventh year. Under this program, industrial sponsors become affiliate members of the 
Center by executing a sponsored research projects agreement and making a commitment to sup-
port sponsor MRSEC research at a minimum level of $25,000 annually, representing approxi-
mately half the cost of a graduate student researcher. Matching support for the student is provid-
ed by the Center. Students and faculty mentors serve as Center liaisons to each affiliate member, 
while working on a research project of mutual interest. Ongoing communication between the af-
filiate member, the students and supervising faculty members are expected.  Scientists and engi-
neers representing affiliate members may co-direct student thesis research, and Center students 
also serve in internships with affiliate members. The Center also provides fellowships for scien-
tists and engineers representing affiliate members. 

Collaborations of MRSEC Faculty with Industry and National Labs; Workshops orga-
nized: 
Roman Engel-Herbert is working with Argonne National Laboratory to bring a hybrid MBE sys-
tem online on the Advanced Photo Source Sector 33ID-E. 

The Trolier-McKinstry group is collaborating actively with industry, including programs with 
IBM, an inkjet manufacturing company, eXo, Qortek, Dow, and United Technologies Research 
Center, and Aninitech.  Regular phone and in-person meetings are held with these sponsors to 
transfer knowledge on the processing of thin films for dielectric and piezoelectric applications. 

Long-Qing Chen in IRG1 organized and chaired the third international conference on phase-field 
method, in August 2014 at University Park. Long-Qing Chen also collaborated with Dr. Sergei V. 
Kalinin, Petro Maksymovych, and Ye Cao from Oak Ridge National Lab on modeling ionic/elec-
tronic transport through ferroic domains; and with with Brandon C. Wood and Taewook Heo 
from Lawrence Livermore National Lab on modeling ionic transport in Li-ion batteries. 

V. Gopalan in IRG1 collaborated with Martin Holt, Hua Zhou, and Haidan Wen at Argonne Na-
tional Laboratory in performing nanoxray diffraction imaging, COBRA, and ultrafast diffraction 
imaging respectively on ferroelectric crystals and films. 

Long-Qing Chen collaborated with Jon Ihlefeld from Sandia National Lab on modeling domain 
structures and thermal transport of PZT thin films. 
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Tom Mallouk in IRG2 collaborated with researchers at NIST and Weinberg Medical Science on 
acoustic nanomotors, publishing two joint papers. Velegol is in the process of starting a collabo-
ration with Halliburton on the mineral replacement reactions. They are interested in self-generat-
ed flows in reacting and self-generating systems, including with colloidal motors.  

Ascent Bio-Nano Technologies, Inc. was established in 2012 based on work that originated in 
part in IRG2. It now has two full-time employees and six part-time employees, and is located in 
State College, PA 16801, www.AscentBioNano.com.  

IRG4 maintains ongoing joint research with Lockheed Martin, centered in the Mayer lab, as an 
industrial liaison. 

Finally, the laser heating techniques developed in IRG3 for silicon fibers are being applied to 
zinc selenide fibers of interest to the Air Force. The research programs of the new IRGs 3 and 4 
are currently ramping up and several new potential industrial collaborations are in nascent stages. 
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10. International Activities 

The Penn State MRSEC has a substantial international component to its research and outreach 
program. The fiber-based research program in IRG4 benefits from a deep and long-term relation-
ship with the University of Southampton, with provides critical expertise on the fabrication of 
the fiber platform. In addition, IRG3 has strong connections to China, particularly since several 
alumni of this IRG3 have recently taken up permanent positions there. IRG2’s work on  ultrason-
ically powered motors is proceeding in part through interactions with collaborators in France and 
Dundee. IRG1 also has several important relationships with international collaborators.  Specific 
international activities in the past year include the following: 

• In 2014 IRG2 hosted visits from collaborators Sandy Cochran, Mauricio Hoyos, Ramin 
Golestanian, and Sergey Shklyaev. 

• Professor Werner in IRG4 collaborated with the Electromagnetics Group at the University 
of Granada, Granada, Spain to develop efficient computational modeling techniques for 
nanowires, nanospheres and other types of nanoparticles composed of various materials 
including metals, semiconductors and graphene.  

• Professor Werner in IRG4 gave an invited seminar on “Spatial transformation enabled 
electromagnetic devices: From radio frequencies to optical wavelengths” at The Royal 
Society at Chicheley Hall, Buckinghamshire, UK. 

• Badding in IRG4 collaborated with Sazio, Healy, and Peacock at the Southampton, UK 
Optoelectronics Research Centre (ORC) on bangap tuning of silicon optical fibers and oc-
tave-spanning mid-infrared supercontinuum generation. 
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11. Shared Experimental and Computational Facilities  
The MRSEC is closely integrated with the facilities of the Penn State Materials Research 
Institute (MRI), which include the Penn State Nanofab, the Materials Characterization 
Laboratory (MCL) and Materials Simulation Center (MSC). This integration and coordination 
ensure that MRSEC’s investments in fabrication, characterization and computation have 
maximal institutional impact.  MRSEC faculty provide the leadership for certain of these 
facilities, with Theresa Mayer serving as the Director of the Penn State Nanofabrication 
Laboratory (note that the situation as regards the nation-wide NNIN program is currently in 
flux). The MRSEC also works closely with the management of the MCL particularly as regards 
the MFRN effort and in the acquisition of major new equipment. The synergistic relationship 
among the MRSEC and these three user facilities also ensures that the strategic directions and 
investments of the core facilities are mutually beneficial and beneficial to the MRSEC research 
and educational missions. The MRSEC Central Facility Laboratory (CFL) dovetails with the 
MRI facilities, providing specialized instrumentation that primarily serves the research needs of 
the Center.  All three user facilities are not only integral to the MRSEC research programs, but 
are also integrated into the MRSEC Summer REU/RET, the Materials Research Facilities 
Network, as well as other outreach programs that serve middle school girls, teacher workshops, 
and at-risk youth. 

Both the Nanofab and MCL are cost recoverable user facilities with rates defined on the basis of 
maintenance, repair and staffing in accordance with federal cost-accounting procedures and are 
reviewed annually by the Office of the Corporate Controller.  Both facilities are operated by 
professional full-time staff, who coordinate numerous educational and training activities which 
are highly integrated into formal courses offered by Penn State faculty. Beyond providing 
administrative leadership, MRSEC investigators play key roles in transferring cutting-edge 
research techniques to these widely accessible user facilities. External outreach is accomplished 
via several means, including Penn State’s node of the NSF National Nanotechnology 
Infrastructure Network (NNIN), which supports professional staff who serve as liaisons with 
external industrial and academic users and also by the Materials Research Facilities Network.  
MRSEC faculty provide input into strategic planning for the fabrication and characterization 
facilities through faculty steering committees and focus groups centered around specific types of 
instrumentation or processes (e.g. optical spectroscopy, lithography, electron microscopy). 

The MRSEC also helps to support the Materials Simulation Center (MSC), a University-wide 
facility providing education, support and research activities to help users incorporate simulation 
into their research programs, through regular contributions towards computational hardware. The 
MSC sponsors short courses and workshops on simulation/modeling software on a regular basis. 
The MSC also hosts regular user group meetings organized around particular types of simulation, 
including, the Density Functional Theory User Group and the General RCC & MSC User Group. 
An effective sharing system managed and supported by RCC and the MSC helped MRSEC users 
to take advantage of the full potential of the whole cluster and resulted in numerous findings and 
publications with the help from MSC/MRSEC.

The MRSEC Central Facilities Laboratory (CFL) is comprised of several laboratories that 
contain instruments for advanced electrical and optical characterization and sample preparation.  
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The low-temperature characterization facility is a unique user facility in the MRSEC network 
and houses a physical properties measurement system (PPMS) that allows for electrical transport 
and heat capacity measurements from 400 K down to 50 mK and under fields as high as 9 T, a 
3He-4He dilution refrigerator (12 mK to 400K, up to 9T), and a micromanipulated probe station 
(4-450 K; up to 3T). CFL facilities are available to other internal and external users, but are 
managed and funded directly by the MRSEC. Moses Chan provided overall coordination of the 
CFL. The Executive Committee reviews the CFL operating policies and budget on a regular 
basis. The MRSEC Executive Committee also reviews and prioritizes equipment requests from 
the IRGs on an ongoing basis. Equipment resources in 2014 were highly targeted (consistent 
with the current placement in the renewal cycle). IRG2 purchased a Photron model SA4 high 
speed video camera to study fast movement of chemically and acoustically powered 
micromotors.  In addition to high temporal resolution, the camera also has high spatial resolution 
which enables a more precise determination of nano- and microparticle size and shape and hence 
a correlation of these properties with motor motion. The ultrafast camera, microscope and lenses 
are all located in Sen and Mallouk labs and are accessible to all MRSEC users. An on-site 
training session was offered by Photron to ensure that interested IRG2 users, and personnel 
charged with maintaining the equipment, were well versed in the use of the camera and its 
software. The camera's uses include the investigation of the ultrafast motion of nano- and 
micromotors in order to shed light on mechanistic details of propulsion and rotation of motors. In 
addition to high temporal resolution, the camera also has high spatial resolution which enables a 
more precise determination of nano- and microparticle size and shape and hence a correlation of 
these properties with motor motion. In addition, Professor Alem has helped lead the 
commissioning of Titan aberration corrected (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscope in 
the Materials Characterization laboratory at Penn State. IRGs 1 and 3 have become heavy users 
of this facility. 

As a member of the Materials Research Facilities Network our primary goal in administering 
our Faculty Fellow program is to catalyze and support access to advanced characterization, 
fabrication and computational resources by researchers from primarily undergraduate 
institutions.  Pennsylvania has a significant number of colleges and universities (>250) and Penn 
State being strategically located in the center of the state affords a unique opportunity to serve 
these researchers.  The Penn State program has been optimized to provide the highest impact in 
light of the opportunities unique to our site. In 2014, MRFN Fellows were Kofi Adu (PSU 
Altoona), Benjamin Legume (Clarion University), Kate Plass (Franklin and Marshall), Alison 
Noble (Messiah College), Sarah St. Angelo (Dickinson College), and Marian Tzolov (Lock 
Haven). Some of these are repeat fellows from previous years, underlying the positive 
experiences with the program, and some are new fellows, reflecting our commitment to 
expanding access. A brief description of each of their projects, in their own words, follows. 

Kofi Adu, Characterization of Two-Dimensional Boron Sheets & Investigating the CTE of 
Carbon Nanotubes Membranes Using Optical Profilometry: The Penn State MRSEC MRFN 
program has been an invaluable part of my research. As an experimental condensed matter 
physicist, much of my research depends on the state-of-the-art characterization instruments at the 
Materials Characterization Lab (MCL) of Penn State Materials Research Institute (MRI). The 
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support afforded me year-round access to the characterization instruments at MCL. This has 
resulted in two manuscripts that are almost in completion and training of two undergraduate 
students on the scanning electron microscope, the transmission electron microscope and the 
Zygo optical profilometer.  This opportunity and the outcomes will definitely boost my chances 
for tenure. 

Kate Plass, Synthesis and surface passivation of plasmonic copper iron sulfide 
nanoparticles: The MRFN program allowed us to carry out TEM imaging and EDS on a series 
of copper iron sulfide nanoparticles to reveal the inhomogeneity of distribution of iron which 
affects the plasmonic behavior.  XPS, TEM, and light-scattering measurements were carried out 
to explore the effects of tetrathiomolybdate-passivation of copper sulfide nanoparticles.  

Ben Legum, Copper-Nanodiamond (Cu-ND) Alloy: The MRSEC program has been a 
significant support structure for the research on low-cost methods of Cu-ND integration. The 
MRFN program offered access to instrumentation and the experts needed to progress with the 
research. Fundamental characterization was performed on the individual components of the 
alloy, where significant advances with the development of this alloy have occurred.  Exciting 
outcomes have occurred that have expanded the research past thermodiffusion to wear resistance 
and other areas like electrical conductivity 

Alison Noble, Characterization of Self-Assembled Monolayers on Zinc Selenide: Self-
assembled monolayers have been studied on a range of substrates and find application in many 
areas including biosensors, designed surfaces, and electrochemistry.  Over the last several years, 
we have been characterizing thiolate and carboxylate SAMs adsorbed on ZnSe, a semiconductor 
substrate transparent in both the visible and IR. This research is dependent on access to advanced 
instrumentation for surface characterization such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), 
contact angle goniometry for surface energy measurements, atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
and ellipsometry.  In the last year, I, along with one of my undergraduate research students, have 
used XPS, goniometry, and AFM to characterize the surface of ZnSe with and without adsorbed 
SAMs. My student presented results from this research at the undergraduate poster session of the 
national ACS meeting in Denver in March 2015.  Access to the instrumentation at MCL as well 
as interaction with the knowledgeable and helpful staff are invaluable for this research.  The 
Penn State MRFN program is a fantastic opportunity for advancing research, fostering 
collaborations, and (since undergraduate students are also involved) chemical/materials 
education.  

Sarah St. Angelo, HR-TEM Analysis of Ultrasmall Copper Nanoparticles Synthesized by a 
Green Reducing Method: The MRFN Faculty Fellowship support and access to instrumentation 
and technical experts has allowed me, as a faculty member at a small liberal arts college, to 
develop a productive research program in nanomaterials. The program has enabled my 
undergraduate research students and me to reliably investigate the size, shape, and composition 
of our nanoparticles.  Our focus has been on ultrasmall copper nanoparticles that have diameters 
of <5 nm synthesized via reduction with aqueous plant “teas”.  Determining the particle size and 
the copper oxidation state would be impossible without the high resolution transmission 
microscopy and technical support afforded to us by the MRFN program.  A direct result of the 
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support has been the acquisition of critical data for the publication of a paper that included two 
Dickinson undergraduates as co-authors.  Both students were able to help acquire TEM data at 
Penn State for the project. The publication of the paper itself was a critical factor in my 
successful tenure application.  Ultrasmall Copper Nanoparticles Synthesized with a Plant-Tea 
Reducing Agent Brumbaugh, A.D.; Cohen, K.A.; St. Angelo, S.K. ACS Sustainable Chemistry & 
Engineering 2, 1933–1939 (2014). 

Marian Tzolov, Optical and photoelectric studies of films and device structures: Thin films 
of zinc tungstate were synthesized by method originally developed at Lock Haven University 
(LHU) and they were studied by optical spectroscopic techniques at LHU. Valuable information 
about the structure of the films was obtained at the PSU’s Materials Characterization Laboratory 
as part of the MRFN program using X-ray diffraction. The diffraction pattern were analyzed with 
the advanced software available at the MCL confirming that the dominant phase is zinc tungstate 
with inclusions of zinc oxide and tungsten oxide. The overall structure is polycrystalline with 
slight preferred orientation along the (100) direction of zinc tungstate. These results were an 
excellent reference for our continuing development of the deposition method. The films have 
potential for practical application as electron scintillators. The access to the MCL was a very 
efficient way to get the above information thanks to the high quality and well maintained 
instrumentation, combined with up-to-date analytical tools and valuable interactions with the 
very knowledgeable personnel in the lab. A new experiment was established in the spectroscopy 
lab at the MCL, e.g. Fourier Transform Photocurrent Spectroscopy. This method gave me the 
opportunity to study polymer solar cells in the region close and below the optical absorption 
edge. The results are an excellent complement to the electroabsorption studies, which we 
perform at LHU allowing to clarify the elementary excitations in the polymer solar cells. The 
undergraduate students who have fabricated the solar cells had the unique opportunity to be 
introduced to the FT technique. The MRFN program was a major support for my ongoing 
research at LHU instrumentally, but also as inspiration for further research and experimentation. 
Such support is very important for faculty at small predominantly undergraduate institutions. My 
work within the MRFN program was part of my promotion application and I believe that it will 
have strong positive impact on the promotion procedure, which is still ongoing. 
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12. Administration and Manage-
ment 
The organizational structure of the 
Center is outlined in the chart at 
right. Daily operations are managed 
by the Director, Vincent Crespi, who 
reports directly to the Senior Vice 
President for Research. Center policy 
is developed by consultation of the 
full membership and is implemented 
by its Executive Committee. The 
committee currently consists of the 
Director Crespi, the Associate Direc-
tors Mallouk and Chan, the IRG 
leaders (Gopalan, Sen, Chan and 
Mayer), the Penn State Materials Research Institute (MRI) Director Clive Randall, Outreach Di-
rector Dreyer and Mohney. Mallouk oversees the outreach portfolio. The Executive Committee is 
well connected to University administration in materials research through Randall and Mayer 
(who is also co-Director of the Penn State Nanofabrication Facility, with Trolier-McKinstry, also 
a member of the executive committee), and all members of the Executive Committee are also 
active in the research and/or outreach activities of the Center. Mallouk and Mayer also serve on 
the MRI advisory board, further connecting the leadership of the Center and MRI. The Executive 
Committee meets approximately bimonthly, typically after the weekly MRSEC Seminar. While 
the scientific direction of the Center grows in a “bottom up” way by soliciting the most com-
pelling research ideas from the full membership, the Executive Committee plays an important 
role in coordinating the review of new proposals and existing projects and ensuring that the re-
search portfolio undergoes continual renewal. The Executive Committee is also charged with de-
ciding resource allocation for facilities, coordinating the response of the Center to new initiatives 
from NSF and within the University, and guiding major initiatives in industrial outreach, educa-
tional outreach and international programs. Note that the org chart above uses the prior names of 
IRGs 3 and 4 and lists the leads of both the prior and current instantiations of these IRGs, which 
are transitioning in concert with the renewal cycle. 

The full membership of the MRSEC meets weekly on Mondays at the MRSEC Seminar.  These 
well-attended lunch seminars are a regular forum for reviewing scientific progress, introducing 
new ideas and new members, advertising outreach opportunities, performing career development 
activities with students and postdocs, and forming collaborations with visitors.  They are also a 
natural place to communicate issues that are discussed in the Executive Committee with the 
members of the Center. In addition to these seminars, the students, postdocs and faculty in each 
IRG meet approximately bi-weekly to discuss their current research progress and challenges in 
more detail. Usually, at least one member of the Executive Committee is engaged in the research  
project and is present at those meetings. 

Center Organization

Executive committee includes Director, IRG leaders, Outreach director, MRI 
director, and Assoc.  VP for Research. Theresa Mayer (IRG 4 leader) is Director of 
the Penn State NNIN node.
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The Center has a strong commitment to diversity, and successfully includes women at all levels. 
The MRSEC Diversity Committee, which includes the directors of diversity-focused initiatives 
in several Colleges, helps to coordinate recruitment at campus-wide. Members of the Diversity 
Committee include Eric Hudson (Chair), Mallouk (Associate Director), Ron Redwing, Francelys 
Medina (Educational Outreach Coordinator), Kristin Dreyer (Educational Outreach Manager), 
Hank McCoullum (Diversity Coordinator for the Eberly College of Science), Catherine Lyons 
(Associate Dean of Educational Equity for the College of Earth and Mineral Sciences), Mary 
Beth Williams (Graduate Admissions chair, Department of Chemistry), and Joan Redwing (MR-
SEC faculty and Graduate Admissions chair, Department of Material Science and Engineering). 
The diversity committee has spearheaded a new university-wide STEM Open House graduate 
recruiting, the first offering of which took place in 2013. 

The External Advisory Committee comprehensively reviews our programs and provides a vital 
mechanism of frank, critical, external feedback. The Committee is composed of experts in target 
areas (all IRGs, Educational Outreach, Industrial Outreach). Current membership includes John 
Brady (Caltech), Frank DiSalvo (Cornell), Vladimir Shalaev (Purdue), Orlin Velev (NC State), 
and Dragan Damjanovic (EPFL). In several instances, visits of our Advisory Board have resulted 
not only in valuable advice to the Center but also to productive collaborations and industrial 
connections, as well as sharing of best practices for facilities and outreach. 

The Executive Committee oversees the IRGs and Seed projects of the Center, and through a 
competitive review process decides on how support will be allocated.  Resources for research 
are allocated in a manner that is intended to maximize innovation, productivity, and collabora-
tion. Within IRGs, funds are not distributed to individual faculty, but instead support students 
and postdocs who work on multi-investigator projects. This organizational scheme is reflected in 
the internal accounting in that cost centers are not allocated to individual faculty, but instead to 
IRGs as a whole with centralized appointment of students. A similar policy is applied to projects 
within IRGs and Seed projects: in a sense, every project in the MRSEC is a Seed.  Students are 
often jointly advised by faculty. Postdocs, who typically number 1 or 2 per IRG, are expected to 
play a broader collaborative role than graduate students, acting as a scientific “glue” across an 
IRG. Faculty (with the exception of the Director and Associate Directors) receive no salary sup-
port from the Center, although some are granted release time by their Departments.  Faculty who 
are not the official thesis advisors of students on a particular project typically collaborate and of-
ten co-advise them. The regular IRG meetings (and smaller ad hoc meetings of individual 
projects) promote these kinds of interactions. When projects are phased out of the MRSEC, care 
is taken to minimize the impact on the students involved to facilitate optimal career develop-
ment. Because this system does not allocate funds to any particular faculty member, there is rela-
tively little inertia to impede the inclusion of new faculty or the support of particularly promising 
new ideas in the IRGs. This flexibility has helped the IRGs change their course in response to 
new findings and challenges – historically, several IRGs have entirely renewed their research 
agenda via incorporation of especially successful Seed projects, for example. Many of the faculty 
are members of more than one IRG, and this confers synergy to the research projects. 

The Center has a collaborative role with three Institutes at Penn State (MRI, the Huck Institutes 
for the Life Sciences, and the Penn State Institutes for Energy and the Environment) in reviewing 
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and supporting Seed Projects.  The Institute directors (Carlo Pantano, Peter Hudson, and Tom 
Richard, respectively) participate in the review process, and the Institutes co-fund appropriate 
projects of mutual interest and high intellectual merit.  The web-based submission and review 
process is modeled after Fastlane, with the Executive Committee and Institute directors provid-
ing written reviews and later meeting as a panel to select projects for support. This is a win-win 
arrangement for the Institutes and the Center. The Center is able to leverage substantial addition-
al support for new projects and obtain review input from outside experts. The Institutes benefit 
from the broad competitive proposal solicitation and review, which historically has attracted 15 
to 20 collaborative proposals from the Penn State materials research community. Projects select-
ed in this process have generally been very successful, either as future IRG projects or as the be-
ginning of multi-investigator collaborations that later become NIRTs, MURIs, or other major 
grants. The MRSEC supports one Seed project currently on magnetic phenomena in 2D systems. 

Educational outreach is a strong unifying theme in the Center. Participation is expected of all 
students and postdocs and is encouraged from all faculty. Our educational activities are overseen 
by Associate Director Tom Mallouk. Dr. Ronald Redwing, a prior Outreach Director in the Cen-
ter, is now an Associate Dean at Penn State, although he maintains an active interest and in-
volvement in recruiting members of underrepresented groups for the MRSEC REU program and 
also spearheaded the new STEM Open House initiative in partnership with the MRSEC. Kristin 
Dreyer is Outreach Director. Postdoctoral fellow Francelys Medina is an educational outreach 
coordinator in the Center, currently specializing in the RET/REU program. Kristin Dreyer is the 
administrative point of contact for our collaborations with the Franklin Institute.   

Industrial outreach, including workshops, personnel exchange, and joint support of students is 
overseen by Pantano, together with David Fecko, who oversees industrial outreach within the 
Materials Research Institute and reports directly to Carlo. Fecko was recently added to the Exec-
utive Committee. 

Center operations, including budgets, subcontracts, reports, site visits, seminars, website mainte-
nance, and appointment of personnel are managed by full-time administrative staff, Denise Pat-
ton. Financial reports and budgets are coordinated with the Grants Office in the Eberly College 
of Science and with the University Office of Sponsored Programs.   



13. List of Ph.D students and postdocs graduating in 2014 

Matthew Baker received a Ph.D in 2014 and is currently an Assistant Professor at Westminster College. 
 
Tso-Yi Chiang received a Ph.D. in 2014 and is currently employed in Taiwan.   
 
Todd Day received a Ph.D and is now a scientist at Mylan Technologies. 
 
Wentao Duan received a Ph.D in 2014 and is currently a postdoctoral scholar at Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory.  
 
Thomas Gordon a postdoc is now a Senior Product Development Chemist at Adhesives Research, Inc. 
 
Yijia Gu received a Ph.D in 2014 and is currently a Research Scientist/Engineer on computational 
thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transformations at ALCOA, Pittsburgh, PA. 
 
Jimmy Hutasoit a Penn State postdoc received a fellowship at the Instituut-Lorentz, Universiteit Leiden, 
Netherlands. 
 
Raegan Johnson-Wilke a Penn State postdoc is currently working as a staff member at Sandia National 
Laboratories.  
 
Tom Lummen a Penn State postdoc is currently a postdoctoral researcher/scientist at LUMES, 
Laboratory for Ultrafast Microscopy and Electron Scattering;  FSB (SB), School of Basic Sciences;  ICMP, 
Institute for Condensed Matter Physics;  EPFL, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne. 
 
Kimy Yeung received a Ph.D in 2014 and is currently a researcher at Dow.  
 
 
 
 
 



14. Publications and Patents 

IRG 1 

A. Primary Support 

1. H. Akamatsu, K. Fujita, T. Kuge, A. S. Gupta, A. Togo, S. Lei, F. Xue, G. Stone, J. 
M. Rondinelli, L. Q. Chen, I. Tanaka, V. Gopalan, K. Tanaka, “Inversion 
symmetry breaking by oxygen octahedral rotations in Ruddlesden-Popper 
NaRETiO4 family” Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 187602 (2014). 
Doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.187602.  

2. T. T.A. Lummen, Yijia Gu, Jianjun Wang, Shiming Lei, Amit Kumar, Andrew T. 
Barnes, Eftihia Barnes, Sava Denev, Alex Belianinov, Martin Holt, Anna N. 
Morozovska, Sergei V. Kalinin, Long-Qing Chen and Venkatraman Gopalan, 
“Thermotropic phase boundaries in classic ferroelectrics,” Nature Commun. 5, 3172 
(2014).  Doi: 10.1038/ncomms4172 
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(Tsinghua University). 

Total number of graduate students advised: 3 
Total number of postdoctoral scholars advised: 7 
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Christine Keating 
Penn State University 
Dept of Chemistry 

BS 1991 
PhD 1997 
Postdoc 1999 

2012 4 present 
2007 ~ 2012 
2001~2007 

1999 ~ 2001 

104 Chemistry Building 
University Park, PA 16802 

: Biology and Chemistry, St. Francis University 
: Chemistry, Penn State University 
: Penn State 

: Professor of Chemistry, Penn State 
: Associate Professor of Chemistry, Penn State 
: Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Penn State 
: Assistant Professor, Fixed-Term, Penn State 

Five products most closely related to the project 

(814) 863--7832 
keating@chem.psu.edu 

1. Smith, B.D.; Kirby, D. J.; Ortiz, R.; Keating, C. D.; Self-Assembly of Segmented Anisotropic Particles: 
Tuning Compositional Anisotropy to Form Vertical or Horizontal Arrays, ACS Nano (2013), 7, 825-833. 
(DOI:10.1021/nn305394s) 

2. Smith, B. D.; Mayer, J. S.; Keating, C. D., Deterministic Assembly of Functional Nanostructures Using 
Nonuniform Electric Fields, Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem. (2012), 63, 12.1-12.23. (DOI:l0.1146/annurev
physchem-032210-103346) 

3. Smith, B. D.; Kirby, D. J.; Keating, C. D., Vertical Arrays of Anisotropic Particles by Gravity-Driven Self
Assembly, Small (2011), 6, 781-787. (DOI:l0.1002/smll.201002233) 

4. Microwell directed self-assembly of vertical nanowire arrays. Kirby, D. J.; Smith, B. D.; Keating, C. D. 
Particle and Particle Systems Characterization 2013, (in press: DOI: 10.1002/ppsc.201300260). 

5. Triplett, D. A.; Dillenback. L. M.; Smith, B. D.; Hernadez R, D.; St. Angelo, S.; Gonzalez, P.; Keating, 
C. D.; Fichthorn, K. A., Assembly of Gold Nanowires by Sedimentation from Suspension: Experiments and 
Simulation, J. Phys. Chem. C 2010, 114, 7346-7355. (DOI:10.1021/jp909251 v) 

Five other significant products 
1. Sioss· J. A.; Bhiladvala, R.; Pan, W.; Li, M.; Patrick, S.; Xin· P.; Dean, S. L.; Keating, C. D.; Mayer, T. S.; 

Clawson· G. A., Nanoresonator Chip-Based RNA Sensor Strategy for Detection of Circulating Tumor Cells: 
Response Using DD3 as a Prostate Cancer Marker, Nanomedicine (2012), 8, 1017-1025. 
(DOI:l 0.1016/j.nano.2011.11.009) 

2. Dean, S. L.; Stapleton, J. J.; Keating, C., Organically Modified Silicas on Metal Nanowires Langmuir, 2010, 
26, 14861-14870. (DOI:10.1021/lal02070c) 

3. Morrow, T. J.; Li, M.; Kim, J.; Mayer, T. S.; Keating, C. D., Programmed Assembly of DNA-Coated 
Nanowire Arrays, Science (2009), 323, 352. (DOI:l0.1126/science.1165921) 

4. Electric-field-assisted deterministic nanowire assembly. Mayer, T. S.; Mayer, J. S.; Keating, C. D. in 
Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology, Bharat, B. (Ed.) Springer, 2012, 2868p. 

5. Li, M.; Bhiladvala, R. B.; Morrow, T. J.; Sioss, J. A.; Lew, K.-K.; Redwing, J.M.; Keating, C. D.; Mayer, 

T. S., Bottom-up Assembly of Large-Area Nanowire Resonator Arrays, Nature Nanotechnology (2008), 3, 
88-92. (DOI: 10.1038/nnano.2008.26) 

Synergistic Activities 
(1) Host lab for high school teachers for summer research and curriculum development (Keating mentors 
a team of 2-3 teachers most summers). (2) Invited participant, NSF-sponsored workshop on the Future of 
Materials Science and Engineering Education, Washington, DC, September 18-19, 2008. (3) External 
Advisory Board, Saint Francis University STEP Grant (2006- 2010) (4) Honors thesis advisor for several 
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PSU undergraduates (on average -1/year). (5) Faculty mentor for undergraduate researchers during 
academic year and summer (on average -2/yr.). 

Collaborators & Co-Editors 
Antonios Armaou (PSU), Stephen Benkovic (PSU), Phillip Bevilacqua (PSU), Gary Clawson (PSU 
Hershey), Kristin Fichthom (PSU), SherefMansy (U Trento); Costas Maranas (PSU), Theresa Mayer 
(PSU). 

Graduate Advisors and Postdoctoral Sponsors 
Graduate Advisor: Michael Natan (Cabot Securities). 
Postdoctoral Advisors: Paul Weiss (UCLA) and Michael Nahm (Cabot Securities). 

Thesis Advisor and Postgraduate-Scholar Sponsor of: 
Former Students (23): Meghan Andes-Koback (Ph.D., 2012, Dow); Sarah Brunker (Ph.D., 2010, Tufts); 
KristinCederquist (Ph.D., 2011, UToronto); WilliamChmette (M.S., 2004, PSU); Stacey Dean (PhD., 
2011, [)ow); Lisa Dillenback (Ph.D., 2008,Skidrnore College); Lisa Dorninak, (Ph.D., 2009, Clevel<Jnd 
Clinic); QennGoodrich (Ph.D., 2003, Rice); Lin He (Ph.D., 2000, Nanoplex); Jackie Keighron (Ph.D., 
20!0, Chalmers U); JVL Scott Long (Ph.D., 2005, U AZ); Lauren Milngeney-Slilvin (M. 5., 2003, 
unknown); Rosie Molden (M.5., 2009, Princeton); Torn Morrow (Ph.D., 2010, Rutgers); Shawn Mulvnney 
(Ph.D, 2001, NRL); David Pena (Ph.D., 2001, NRL); Sheila Pena (Ph.D., 2001, NRL); Brian Reiss (Ph.D., 
20()], UT Austin); Francis Reyes (M.S., 2005, U. CO); James Sioss (Ph.D., 2007, BASF); Emily Smith 
(M.5., 2000, U. Delaware); Benjamin Smith (Ph.D., 2013, Juniata College); Rebecca Stoermer (Ph.D., 
2006, Oxonica Materials) Former Postdocs in past 5 yrs.: Ann-Sofie Cans (Chalmers University, 
Sweden); Bo He (University of Toledo) Current Grad Students at Penn State (10): William Aumiller 
(PSU); Sarah Boehm (PSU); David Cacace (PSU); Fatma Pir Cakmak (PSU), Bradley Davis (PSL:); 
Daniel Dewey (PSU); Erica Frankel (PSU); David Kirby (PSU), Kristi Liddell (PSU); Christopher Strulson 
(PSU). Current Postdoc: Pnola Torre (U Trento). 

Total number of graduate students advised: 32 
Total number of postdoctoral scholars sponsored: 8 
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Joshua Robinson N337 Millennium Science Complex (814) 863-8567 
Penn State University 
Dept of Mat Sci and Eng 

University Park, PA 16802 jrobinson@psu.edu 

BS 2001 : Physics, double minor Chemistry & Mathematics, Towson University 
PhD 2005 : Materials Science and Engineering, Pennsylvania State University 

2012 ----; present 
2007 ~ 2012 
2005----; 2007 
2001~2005 

: Assistant Professor, Materials, Science and Engineering, Penn State 
: Research Associate, Electro-Optics Center, Penn State 
: National Research Council Postdoctoral Fellow, Naval Research Laboratory 
: National Defense Sci and Eng Graduate Fellow, Mat Sci Eng, Penn State 

Five products most closely related to the project 
1. M.S. Bresnehan, M.J. Hollander, M. LaBella, K.A. Trumbull, R. Cavalero, D. W. Snyder, and J.A. 

Robinson, Integration of Hexagonal Boron Nitride with Quasi-Freestanding Epitaxial Graphene: Towards 
Wafer-Scale, High-Performance Devices; ACS Nano, 2012; DOI: 10.1021/nn300996t 

2. C. Howsare, X. Weng, D. Snyder, V. Bojan, T. Daniels, J.A. Robinson; Transfer-Free Processing of 
Graphene on Copper Films: Effect of the Copper/Substrate Interaction; Nanotechnology, 2012; 23 
135601 (DOI: 10.1088/0957-4484/23/13) 

3. J.A. Robinson, Matthew Hollander, Michael LaBella III, Kathleen A. Trumbull, Randall Cavalero, 
Himanshu Madan, Suman Datta, David W. Snyder; Epitaxial Graphene Devices: Enhancing Performance 
via Hydrogen Intercalation; Nano Letters, 2011; 11 (9), pp 3875-3880 (DOI: 10.1021/nl2019855) 

4. M. Fanton, J. A. Robinson, B. Weiland, M. LaBella III, K. Trumbull, R. Kasarda, C. Howsare, J. 
Stitt, D. Snyder; Characterization of Graphene Films and Transistors Grown on Sapphire by Metal-Free 
Chemical Vapor Deposition, ACS Nano, 2011, 5 (10), pp 8062-8069 (DOI: 10.1021/nn202643t) 

5. J. A. Robinson, M. LaBella, K. A. Trumbull, X. J. Weng, R. Cavalero, T. Daniels, Z. Hughes, M. 
Hollander, M. Fanton, and D. Snyder, Epitaxial Graphene Materials Integration: Effects of Dielectric 
Overlayers on Structural and Electronic Properties, ACS Nano, 2010, 4 (5), 2667-2672. (DOI: 
10.1021/nn1003138) 

Five other significant products 
1. M. J. Hollander, M. Labella, Z. Hughes, K. Trumbull, R. Cavalero, D. Snyder, E. Hwang, S. 

Datta, and J.A. Robinson; Enhanced Transport and Transistor Performance with Oxide 
Seeded High-K Gate Dielectrics on Wafer-scale Epitaxial Graphene, Nano Letters 11 (9),. 
3601-3607 (2011) (DOI: 10.1021/nl201358y) 

2. J. Moon, D. Curtis, M. Hu, D. Wong, C. McGuire, D. K. Gaskill, G. G. Jernigan, P. M. 
Campbell, J. L. Tedesco, J. A. Robinson, M.A. Fanton, and P. Asbeck, Development Toward 
Wafer-Scale Graphene RF Electronics, ECS Transactions 19, 35 (2009). (DOI: 10.1149/1.3119525) 

3. H. Lee, R. Rajagopalan, J. A. Robinson, C. Pantano, Processing and Characterization of 
Ultrathin Carbon Coatings an Glass, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 1, 927-933 (2009). DOI: 

10.1021/am900032p) 
4. J. A. Robinson, E. S. Snow, F. K. Perkins, Improved Chemical Detection Using Single- Walled Carbon 

Nanotube Network Capacitors, Sensors and Actuators 135, 309-14 (2007). (DOI: 
10.1016/j.sna.2006.07.027) 

5. J. A. Robinson, E. S. Snow, S. Badescu, T. L. Rienekie, F. K. Perkins, Role of Defects in 
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Chemical Sensors, Nano Letters 6, 1747-1751 (2006). (DOI: 
10.1021/nl0612289) 
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Synergistic Activities 
(1) Supervised the research of 20 undergraduate students (4 female, 2 Chinese-American, 1 Indian
American) since 2007. (2) Peer Reviewer: Nature Communications, Carbon, ACS Nano, Journal of 
Electronic Materials,Nano Letters, IEEE Electron Device Letters, Applied Physics Letters, Journal of 
Applied Physics. (3) Symposium Organizer, "Graphene and Beyond," MRS Spring 2013; Arrangements 
Chair, IEEE-Device Research Conference (2012). (4) Proposal Reviewer: National Science Foundation 
ECCS-EPMD, Austrian Science Fund (FWF). 

Collaborators & Co-Editors 
Dr. John Boeckl (Air Force Research Lab), Dr. Paul Campbell (Naval Research Lab), Dr. Suman Datta 
(Pennsylvania State University), Dr. Keith Evans (Kyma Tech.), Dr. Kurt Gaskill (Naval Research Lab), 
Dr. Joshua Goldberger (Ohio State University), Dr. Igor Jovanovic (PSU- MNE), Dr. Michael Lanagan 
(Pennsylvania State University), Dr. Ying Liu (PSU-Physics), Dr. William Mitchel (Air Force Research 
Lab), Dr. Joan Redwing (Pennsylvania State University), Dr. Jeremy Robinson (Naval Research Lab), Dr. 
Ceber Simpson (Naval Surface Warfare Center - Crane), Dr. Mauricio Terrones (Pennsylvania State 
University), Dr. Abbas Torabi (Raytheon), Dr. Andrey Voevodin (Air Force Research Lab). 

Graduate Advisor and Postdoctoral Sponsors 
Dr. Suzanne Mohney (The Pennsylvania State University), Graduate Advisor. 
Dr. Eric Snow (Naval Research Laboratory), Postdoctoral Advisor. 

Thesis Advisor and Postgraduate-Scholar Sponsor of: 
Graduate students: Ganesh Bhimanapati (The Pennsylvania State University), Michael Bresnehan (The 
Pennsylvania State University), Paul Browning (The Pennsylvania State University), Mathew Hollander 
(The Pennsylvania State University), Casey Howsare (The Pennsylvania State University), Zachary 
Hughes (The Pennsylvania State University), Chia-Hui Lee (The Pennsylvania State University), Yu
Chuan Lin (The Pennsylvania State University), Maxwell Wetherington (The Pennsylvania State 
University). Postdocs: Sarah Eichfeld (Penn State). 

Total number of graduate students advised: 9 
Total number of postdoctoral scholars sponsored: 1 
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16. Honors and Awards 

Long-qing Chen 

2014 Materials Theory Award  

Roman Engel-Herbert 

2014 Rustum and Della Roy Innovation in Materials Research Award 

2014 NSF Career Award 

Long-qing Chen’s and Venkatraman Gopalan’s student 

2014 Brian Van Leeuwen,  Rustum and Della Roy Innovation in Materials Research 
Award 

Tony Huang 

2015 Fellow American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering (AIMBE) 

2015 Fellow Institute of Physics (IoP) 

2014 IEEE Sensors Council Technical Achievement Award, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)  

Tony Huang’s students 

2015 Yuchao Chen, Penn State Alumni Association Dissertation Award  

2014 Yanhui Zhao, Penn State Alumni Association Dissertation Award  

2014 Yuliang Xie,  Harold K. Schilling Dean’s Graduate Scholarship, The Pennsylvania 
State  University  

2014 Yanhui Zhao, 1st place best poster award at the 5th Biophotonics Summer School  

2014 Ahsan Ahmad Nawaz, First-Place Prize in Paper Competition at the ESM Today 
Graduate Research Symposium  

Christine Keating 

2014 Named an AAAS fellow 



Ayusman Sen’s students 

2014 Lyanne Valdez, National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship 

2014 Samudra Sengupta, Reaxys PhD Prize finalist 

2014 Vinita Yadav, Baxter Young Investigator award 

Scott Phillips 

2014 Chemical Communications, Emerging Investigator 

Douglas Werner 

2014 Prof. Werner received the the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society's Harold A. 
Wheeler Applications Prize Paper Award.  



The Penn State MRSEC organized three events in partnership with the 
Discovery Space of Central PA, the Materials Research Institute, the Center 
for Nanotechnology Education and Utilization, the Center for Science and the 
Schools, and the NSF Nanoscale Informal Science Education Network.  

NanoDays

At a weekly Science Café held at MRI, eighty 
graduate students and faculty heard the personal 

stories of two MRSEC graduate students who used 
outreach to share their own research, and gained 
benefits in the process. NISE Net activities were 

presented at stations before and after the discussion. 

During NanoDays at Discovery Space, MRSEC 
volunteers paired with a local chemistry club of upper 
elementary aged students to jointly present NanoDays 
activities to 136 museum visitors at the Discovery 
Space of Central PA.

Twenty four middle-school and high-school educators learned about nanoscale 
science and technology in a Nanotechnology Workshop. Activities included faculty 
presentations, a materials characterization facility tour, exploration of NISE Net 
activities with graduate students, remote access and control of a scanning electron 
microscope, an inquiry-based classroom-ready lesson “Hydrophobicity: The Lotus 
Leaf”, and information about education and career opportunities in nano-related fields. 

TM



400nm

100nm

Broadband, Wide-Field Plasmonic Metasurface Waveplates

Quasi two-dimensional metasurfaces composed of subwavelength nanoresonator arrays can 
tailor the properties of light in an ultra-thin geometry for cutting-edge optics applications. 
MRSEC researchers have demonstrated that an array of strongly coupled nanorod resonators 
can achieve polarization conversion higher than 92% over more than an octave of bandwidth 
from 640 nm to 1290 nm with a wide ±40º field-of-view. This work outlines a versatile strategy 
to create metasurface-based photonics with diverse optical functions and represents a new 
state-of-the-art in ultra-thin optical components with broad operational bandwidth, wide field 
of view, and high efficiency.
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In solution, gold nanoparticles incorporate indium at elevated temperatures to 
form Au-In and AuIn2 alloys. Selective oxidation of the indium in the alloys then 
forms indium oxide (In2O3). The In2O3 separates from the Au, forming a hybrid 
Au-In2O3 nanoparticle. Au particles absorb visible light while In2O3 particles 
absorb near infrared light, resulting in a single particle with two distinct optical 
(plasmonic) absorptions, a building block for novel optical devices.

Dual-Plasmonic Gold–Indium Oxide 
Hybrid Nanoparticles

Au

Au-In

AuIn2

InOx

Au In2O3

InOx



Resistance quantum oscillations in topological nanotubes
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Topological insulator materials have compelling novel electronic states on their surfaces, 
but it has been challenging to measure the effect of these surface states in traditional 
samples that are dominated by the interior “bulk” properties. Bi2Te3 in a nanotube structure,  
synthesized by a solution phase method, not only maximizes the surface area to volume 
ratio, but also possess substantial structural disorder which further suppresses the effect of 
the bulk states while preserving the unique topical character of the surface states. 

MRSEC researchers have synthesized thin nanotubes of Bi2Te3 with 
extremely insulating bulk at low temperatures, enabled by disorder. 

Strong oscillations in electrical 
conductance as a function of the 
axial magnetic field have a period of 
h/eπr2 with r the nanotube’s radius. 
These oscillations demonstrate 
coherent quantum transport on the 
nanotube surface even for highly 
disordered samples and thus 
confirm the inherent topological 
character of the nanotube.



A New Piezoelectric Layered Oxide Family, NaRTiO4

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.187602 

transition from P4=nmm into P4̄21m accompanying
a−b0c0=b0a−c0-type OORs [Fig. 1(c)]. Here, P4̄21m is
acentric but nonpolar. This is a rare example for the acentric
n ¼ 1 RP oxides; LaSrLi0.5Ru0.5O4 is the only acentric
n ¼ 1 RP oxide reported experimentally to the best of our
knowledge [31], and the synthesis of Pb2TiO4, which has
been predicted to be acentric [32], has not been reported yet.
First-principles calculations were performed for

NaRTiO4 to determine OOR patterns that lower the total
energy of the parent P4=nmm structure [Fig. 1(b)]. Our
calculations were carried out using the projector aug-
mented-wave method [33,34] and the PBEsol functional
[35–37] as implemented in the VASP code [38–41]. The
phonon band structures were derived from the calculated
force constants using the PHONOPY code [42] to explore
stable structures systematically [43]. (See Supplemental
Material for details [44].) The phonon band structures
between Γ andM are shown for NaRTiO4 with R ¼ La and
Y in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Two doubly degen-
erate imaginary modes, which transform like the irreducible
representations (irreps) M1 and M2, are found at M for
NaYTiO4, while both modes are stable for NaLaTiO4. We
calculated the total energies of NaYTiO4 with the struc-
tures in which the atoms were moved according to a set of
linear combinations of the calculated M1 mode eigen-
displacements [Fig. 2(c)]. The space groups of the obtained
structures, i.e., isotropy subgroups [45], are P4=nmm (the
origin), P4̄21m (the horizontal and vertical axes other than
the origin), Pbcm (the diagonal lines of other than the
origin), and P21212 (all regions other than those mentioned
above). The M1 modes leading to the Pbcm, P4̄21m, and
P21212 structures are denoted as M1ðη1; 0Þ, M1ðη1; η1Þ,
and M1ðη1; η2Þ modes, respectively, where (η1, η2) is a
general order parameter direction in the subspace defined
by irrep M1 [14,45]. The (η1, 0) and (η1, η1) directions are
illustrated in Fig. 2(c). We found the total-energy minima
for the P4̄21m structure in the subspace. The atomic

displacements for the M1ðη1; η1Þ mode are illustrated as
arrows superposed on a

ffiffiffi
2

p
×

ffiffiffi
2

p
× 1 supercell of the

P4=nmm structure in Figs. 2(d)–2(f). The M1ðη1; η1Þ
mode involves OORs represented by a−b0c0=b0a−c0,
while the M1ð0; η1Þ mode corresponds to a−a−c0-type
OORs. Total energies of the P4̄21m and Pbcm structure
relative to the P4=nmm structure are −148 meV=f.u. and
−107 meV=f.u., respectively, after the lattice constants and
atomic coordinates are fully relaxed under the constraint of
the symmetry. A treelike line diagram schematizing the
results of the stable-structure search within

ffiffiffi
2

p
×

ffiffiffi
2

p
× 1

cell doubling against the P4=nmm structure is shown in
Fig. 2(g), where the space groups of the structures obtained
by freezing the imaginary modes for the parent structures
and those of the structures fully relaxed after the freezing
are seen along the lines and at the symbols, respectively.
As a result, we found that the P4̄21m and Pbc21 structures
are the two dynamically stable structures remaining within
this stable-structure search and that the P4̄21m structure

(a)

A2BO4

A

BO6

(c)

AA'BO4 with OOR

A'

A

BO6

(b)

AA'BO4

A'

A

BO6

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematics of (a) an n ¼ 1 RP phase
A2BO4 [I4=mmm], (b) an n ¼ 1 RP phase with layered
A-site-cation ordering AA0BO4 [P4=nmm], and (c) AA0BO4 with
a−b0c0=b0a−c0-type octahedral rotations [P4̄21m]. The cross
symbols indicate the locations of inversion centers.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Phonon band structures between the
Γð000Þ and Mð12

1
2 0Þ points for NaRTiO4 with parent P4=nmm

structures for R ¼ (a) La and (b) Y. (c) Total energies of NaYTiO4

mapped on the subspace spanned by linear combinations of the
degenerated M1 modes. Atomic displacement patterns of the
M1ðη1; η1Þ mode viewed from the (d) [110], (e) [100], and
(f) [001] directions are schematically illustrated as arrows on
the P4=nmm structure. The cross marks indicate the locations of
inversion centers in the P4=nmm structure. (g) Treelike line
diagram of NaYTiO4 [see text for details]. (h) Total energies of the
Pbcm, Pbc21, and P4̄21m structures for NaRTiO4 R ¼ La, Nd,
Sm, Gd, Dy, Y, and Ho) relative to that of the P4=nmm structures.
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Rotations of oxygen octahedra are ubiquitous in ABO3 perovskites, but they cannot break inversion 
symmetry, so certain materials properties cannot be accessed. However, layered oxide structures can 
break inversion symmetry, as demonstrated by researchers in the Penn State MRSEC for the A-site-ordered 
Ruddlesden-Popper series NaRTiO4 (R is a rare earth element) which was previously believed to be 
inversion-symmetric. Many of the inversion centers marked with ×’s in the left-hand panel are removed 

when the atom occupying the A site is systematically 
alternated, as in the middle panel. The remaining 
inversion centers can be removed by octahedral 
rotations, as shown on the right. Comprehensive 
experimental measurements (synchrotron x-ray 
diffraction, optical second-harmonic generation, 
piezoresponse force microscopy) and first-principles 
calculations demonstrate that this family of materials is 
acentric and piezoelectric. This discovery opens the 
door to designing new classes of layered crystals with 
properties that could be useful for actuators, RF filters, 
energy harvesting, and other applications.



Rotations + Rotoinversions

32 Point Groups

Translations 

230 Space Groups

1892  
Fedorov & Schoenflies

Time reversal 
Antisymmetry

122 point groups and 1651 space groups 

1965 
Opechowski & Guccione

Rotation reversal 
Antisymmetry

624 point groups and 17,803 space groups 

2014 
VanLeeuwen, Huang, Litvin, Gopalan

Crystallography – the study of the symmetry of crystal lattices –  is foundational to our 
understanding of materials. All 230 conventional space groups were listed over a century ago, 
and the 1651 magnetic groups were added fifty years later. A team of researchers in the Penn 
State MRSEC (led by Gopalan and Litvin) introduced a new symmetry – rotation-reversal 
symmetry – to describe rigid static rotations in crystals. By including this new antisymmetry, 
the number possible crystal symmetries vastly expands up to 17,803 groups, as recently 
enumerated by the Penn State team. These newly discovered symmetries of Nature advance 
our understanding of polyhedral rotations in crystals and magnetic structure in distorted 
crystals, interfaces, and domain walls. They will also aid in the design of new metamaterials 
that couple together magnetic, electric, and optical response.

2013  
D. B. Litvin

New symmetries expand our understanding of what 
crystals are possible.



 MRSEC-Millennium Scholar Partnership
The Millennium Scholars program at Penn State is increasing the representation of minorities and women in 
science and engineering by preparing diverse undergraduates for their pursuit of a PhD.  Modeled after the 

Meyerhoff Scholars program at University of Maryland, Baltimore County, 
Millennium Scholars are expected to maintain academic excellence with the 
support of a strong learning community. Research experiences every summer 
are augmented by an academic thesis with a faculty adviser who encourages 
ongoing research throughout the academic year. Starting these experiences 
during the first year and following summer 
is key to student retention and success. 
MRSEC faculty and students engage with 
first-year scholars via a Mixer and follow up 
with in-person meetings to expose scholars 

to exciting materials research and potential research projects. MRSEC faculty 
also serve as mentors and presenters at weekly seminars, and currently host 11 
Millennium Scholars in their labs.
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